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You’re up for the challenge
... how about your foam?
ThunderStorm® ATC is the only foam chemically designed
to perform as a 1% foam on hydrocarbons in-depth.

ThunderStorm® ATC is the result of an exhaustive mission to create
a high-performance foam that overcomes industrial fires with authority
and consistency.
UL 162 listed and API rated top in its field, ThunderStorm®
out performs its competitors in the most important test
of all ... in the field. With hundreds of extinguishments of
hydrocarbon and polar solvent related fires ThunderStorm®
ATC is the most potent blend of foam available today.
With safety, infrastructure, and production on the line
ThunderStorm® assures quick knockdown, reliable extinguishment, and long lasting vapor suppression for fires in-depth —
including ships, pipelines, storage tanks, barges, subterranean
fires, and more.

Available in
“1 x 3”, “3 x 3”, “3 x 6”,
and freeze protected blends.
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Fire & Hazard Control, Inc®
Find your global representative with
our “Global Contacts” link at:

www.williamsfire.com
24 Hour Emergency

409-727-2347
281-999-0276
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Under the Patronage of
H.E. Sheikh Rashid bin Abdulla Al Khalifa
Minister of the Interior
TRAINING • CONFERENCE • EXHIBITION

Serving the Middle East fire industry
Bahrain International Exhibition Centre
Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
9-13 December 2007

Saving lives in the Middle East
Whether saving the lives of civilians in danger, or keeping members of the firefighting team alive as they strive to get a dangerous situation under control –
saving lives is the most important consideration.
The Fire Department Instructors Conference (FDIC Bahrain) helps fire-fighters in
the Middle East, at all levels, save lives in three key areas: experience, knowledge
and equipment.
FDIC Bahrain is the leading exhibition and conference for fire-fighters and fire
industry professionals in the Middle East:
• The exhibition will showcase the latest equipment, products
and services that enable the fire professionals do their job.
• The conference provides classroom based learning that gives
fire-fighters the most up-to date knowledge on how to fight fires

Learn new techniques
Develop your knowledge
Enhance your skills
Increase your skills and knowledge and learn from an international team of
experts at FDIC Bahrain 2007.

H.O.T. modules and Workshop session places are limited – Register Early!

Saving lives is what fire fighting is all about...
“Never before has the region witnessed an
experience that offered the Fire Industry
hands-on training, workshops, conference and
exhibition - all at one event, over one week.”
For further information and booking details
please visit www.fdicbahrain.com

www.fdicbahrain.com
Owned and produced by:

Co-hosted by:

Co-organised by:

Platinum Sponsor:

Gold Sponsor:

Silver Sponsor:

Flagship Media
Sponsor:

Ofﬁcial International
Media Partner:

Local
Media Partner:

Supporting
Organizations:

,

Bronze Sponsor:

Ministry of the Interior
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Kidde Mobile FireTrainer® Lights
up the 2007 NY Chiefs Conference
The New York State Association of Fire
Chiefs conducted two days of intense
firefighter “Hands-On Training” using a
Kidde Mobile FireTrainer® ML-1000 live
fire training system.
The training, held at the annual FIRE
conference in Lake George, New York,
imparts vital knowledge and skills upon
firefighters of New York State. Over 75 live
fire training exercises were performed.

In support of the event, Kidde Fire
Trainers and the Southside Fire Company
arranged to have the Mobile FireTrainer®
present. The 48-ft long, 2-story training
trailer exposes firefighters to the intense
heat, flames smoke and chaos of a real fire
emergency. However, unlike a real
emergency, these computer-controlled,
propane fueled fires can be started and
extinguished by an instructor at the touch
of a button, ensuring trainee safety.
The trailer has specialized features, such
as a pitched roof, a 2nd floor room, a
staircase, doors, windows, a forced entry
door, and repositionable interior walls to
simulate features found in a typical house
or building fire. For added realism, the
trainer’s interactive sound system can
replicate sounds like an explosion noise or
a victim’s call for help.
The Southside Fire Company in Riverside,
PA recently purchased the ML-1000 using
federal funding from the 2006 Assistance
to Firefighters Grant program. The trainer
was then loaned to the NY State Fire Chief’s

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Association for their training.
Kidde Fire Trainers, Inc. is the world’s
leading supplier of live fire training systems
and centers to aviation, municipal and
military fire departments and academies
worldwide.
Kidde Fire Trainers is part of UTC Fire &
Security, which provides fire safety and
security solutions to more than one million
customers around the world.
Headquartered in Connecticut, UTC Fire &

Security is a business unit of United
Technologies Corp., which provides high
technology products and services to the
building and aerospace industries
worldwide. More information can be
found at www.utcfireandsecurity.com.
For further information contact:
Louis Orotelli, Int’l Marketing Manager
Tel: +1 201-794-0200 ext. 210
Email: louis.orotelli@kiddeft.com

New Super Light Spreader from
TNT Rescue Systems, Inc.
TNT announces their new line of Auto
Extrication Spreaders; the SL-32 is the
second spreader available in this
series. This new spreader
provides the user with the
forces they need in a
super light package.
Weighing in at a
mere 38.5 lbs
(17.5 kg) this
spreader is
the lightest in its
class, a reduction of 31% from the
comparable S-100 series spreader. The
maximum opening is 32 in. (813 mm) at
the tips where there is a maximum spread
force of 29,450 lbs (131.1 kN). This tool
measures 31.9 in. (810.3 mm) in length,
7.0 in. (177.8 mm) in height and 13.2 in.
(336.6 mm) in width. The SL-32 spreader
is well balanced for ease of operation and
offers the true variable speed control
(TVSC), as well as a wrap around D-

handle. As with all TNT products, this
spreader is covered by a comprehensive
lifetime warranty and service from an
extensive customer service network.
For more information, please contact:
TNT Rescue Systems
Tel: +1 920 474 4101
Fax: +920 474 4477
Email: email@tntrescue.com
Website: www.tntrescue.com
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Akron Brass Introduces
Key Industrial Firefighting
Products

Special systems
available in
Germany for
separation of
oil/water
mixtures
4th INTERCON in
Hamburg from 13 to
15 September 2007

AKRON BRASS announced today the introduction of two key new industrial firefighting
products at the 2007 National Safety Conference of the National Petrochemical and
Refiners Association.
For industrial fixed site applications, Akron unveiled their new Style 3530 Elevated
Manual Monitor. Its unique design features the most compact, simple, and efficient
elevated monitor on the market today. Most importantly, all this is achieved without
compromising the traditional superior performance of Akron Brass products.
Made with corrosion resistant materials throughout, the new 3350 is available in 10-,
15-, and 20-ft heights. With a flow rate up to 750 gpm, it features an optimized nozzle
design with trouble-free pattern actuation, an integral stream shaper, and excellent reach
(235 ft at 750 gpm). For rugged reliability, it has a maintenance free rotation joint design
and includes a 5-year warranty as standard.
Next, Akron Brass introduced their new generation Style 3528 Omega
XP monitor. Building upon a successful global legacy with their Omega,
Akron has made enhancements to update this workhorse product.
For marine and industrial environments, the Omega XP
has durable brass construction for
corrosion resistance and

cast-in turning vanes for more
efficient flow (maximum flow is
1250 gpm). One leading change is an
enhanced design for less tip weight
which translates to lower handle
operating force. Additionally, a unique
locking mechanism provides the means to
hold the desired monitor position. A 5-year
warranty is standard with new 3528
Omega XP as well.
For more information about any of the
new Akron Brass products, call your
local authorized Akron Brass Industrial
Distributor or the Akron Brass Customer
Service Department at 1-800-228-1161
6

Increases in shipping traffic bring with them a
greater risk of oil tanker accidents causing
major environmental damage. The fire services
and THW (Technisches Hilfswerk, i.e. German
Federal Agency for Technical Relief) now have
facilities to separate oil/water mixtures, with a
special separating system (SEPCON), in
readiness at the German coasts and rivers.
Where necessary, operations can also be
conducted in neighbouring countries. A total of
four mobile systems are maintained – systems
that are unique in Europe, as underlined by
Gerhard Plickert of the Hamburg Fire Brigade in
advance of the 4th International Emergency and
Rescue Congress and Exhibition (INTERCON).
INTERCON will be held at the CCH Congress
Center Hamburg in Germany from 13 to
15 September 2007, with expected attendance
of more than 1,000 participants.
The SEPCON is capable of separating any
oil/water mixtures or oil-contaminated waste
waters by purely mechanical methods, using a
direct flow-through method – i.e. without the
need for a long dwell time in the system, and
without the addition of chemicals. It makes use
of a number of physical effects, such as
gravitation. The system can be operated at a
water temperature of 0°C to 30°C and an air
temperature of –5°C to 40°C. With a mean
oil/water throughput rate of 40m2/h, the SEPCON
achieves separation levels of 99.999% output
water purity according to DIN 1999, Part 3.
New strategies in combating oil spillages are
among the key issues at the 4th INTERCON in
Hamburg. Other critical issues on the agenda
include current developments in disaster
management, following the terrorist attacks in
London, challenges from flood risks, and new
experience in risk analysis for large events,
particularly in the light of experience gathered
at the Football World Cup 2006. Experts from
academia and research, from disaster protection
services, fire brigades, rescue and health
services, and from politics, business and public
administration will discuss new insights in
disaster protection and emergency medicine,
and develop joint strategies for better response
to the challenges of the future. The 1st
International Conference on Pastoral Care and
Crisis Intervention will be held concurrently.
Further conference information and the
complete conference programme are
available at the website:
www.internationaler-kongress.de
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Southcombe
Brothers – from
tradition to
innovation
Building on their unique blend of expertise, experience and market knowledge,
Southcombe Brothers Ltd goes from strength to strength in the technical glove
market.

F

See more about PYROHIDE®,
the FireMaster range of fire
gloves and other technical
glove developments at
www.southcombe.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

ire gloves from Southcombe Brothers are made
from PYROHIDE® – a soft, buttery leather that
gives complete protection against fire, acids,
alkalis and water. This revolutionary leather,
together with top-end design and construction,
means that Southcombe Brothers have become
major players in the international protective glove
market.
From humble beginnings in the 1840’s to the
forefront of technical glove construction today,
Southcombe Brothers has remained true to its
local West Country roots. A family-run business,
managing director David Southcombe is the 5th
generation of Southcombes to take the helm.
Despite the slow decline of British manufacturing,
Southcombe Brothers still manages to employ
many local people in its Somerset tannery,
machine rooms and warehouse. “We started
making gloves for the fire services in 1996, at the
launch of the EN659 standard,” says David
Southcombe. “Since then we have worked handin-hand with the fire service, military and police to
develop and perfect our glove ranges.”
But it was the invention and development of
PYROHIDE® fire-resistant leather that brought
their fire gloves firmly into the twenty-first century.
The combination of PYROHIDE® and premium,
high-end materials such as Kevlar®, Nomex® and
Crosstech® membranes meant that the gloves
were snapped up. Southcombe Brothers now
supply 40 of the 60 brigades in the UK with their
structural fire-fighting glove. “In each case, every
fire-fighter who used these gloves, loved them,”
says Ian Moses, PPE Manager, Grampian Fire
Brigade. “The glove fitted beautifully, the quality
was excellent, they were able to handle equipment
with ease, keep the glove clean without the
leather drying out and getting stiff and more
importantly, the protection offered was superb.
And because of the quality of materials used in
the Firemaster Ultra®, the whole life cost of the
glove has been extended. We ended up buying
the Firemaster Ultra® NFPA compliant structural
fire-fighting glove, which we would deem to be
the best glove currently available in the world
today.”
PYROHIDE® was invented while Southcombe

Brothers were developing gloves to extremely high
standards for the British Military. Most waterresistant leathers have a coating painted on, which
gives a waxy, stiff finish and can also disguise poor
quality leather. PYROHIDE® has the technology
added at the tanning stage which ensures the
leather stays in its most natural state. It is the first
and best quality leather, soft and buttery, but with
amazing protective qualities. ‘‘Having our own
tannery means that we have complete control over
the quality of our leather from raw material to
end product,” says David Southcombe. “It means
that we can integrate the technology into the
leather itself rather than simply coating the end
product. PYROHIDE® is an aniline leather in its
most natural state, and therefore, unlike coated
leather stays tactile and dextrous. I remember
when I first saw our tannery manager testing
the leather with concentrated sulphuric acid.
The droplet sat on the surface of our PYROHIDE®
and didn’t even make a mark! We knew then
that we had developed something extremely
exciting.”
Travelling abroad and exhibiting at major shows
abroad has led to Southcombe Brothers positive
international profile. Working with international
clients has become a major part of their business
and one that Jason Dutfield, their recently
appointed sales manager, has plenty of experience
in. “Exhibiting at shows in America and the
Middle East has been invaluable in widening our
client base,” said Jason. “Nothing beats that faceto-face contact for securing orders!” Southcombe
Brothers will be exhibiting at Fire Rescue International, Atlanta, USA in August and are also
looking forward to FDIC Bahrain at the beginning
of December.
At this exciting time in the protective glove
market, Southcombe Brothers are leading the
IFF
way.
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Accidents do happen
Wherever there is a hazard, such as chemicals, toxic substances,
solvents or dust, there is a risk of an accident, no matter how
strictly a company adheres to stringent health & safety measures.
Emergency de-contamination units such as showers, eye or face
washes, are there for the accidents that employers hope will never happen.
What looks to be a low risk environment can give rise to the unexpected –
whether by something unpredictable such as a dust or substance
explosion, or by a lack of care and attention to safety by staff.
The first few minutes immediately after an accident can be vital for
reducing the level of injury. Any contaminants in the eyes or on the skin
require swift and immediate removal, and being able to take a skin or face
wash straight to the victim, rather than waiting for an ambulance to arrive,
is critical.
Todays’ emergency decontamination solutions come in various forms,
and there is actually no excuse for being unable to source the right
solution.
Allen Yates, director of SHOWERS & EYEBATHS SERVICES LTD, explains:
“There are all sorts of considerations you
need to take into account when choosing the
right decontamination solution for your
business. It doesn’t have to be expensive,
since much of the equipment needed can be
portable, moved quickly from one area of the
workplace to another, and is designed to be
extremely low maintenance. It’s worth taking
the time to get the right unit for the task.
“If you have a working environment
Allen Yates
where there is a possibility of getting

covered with a substantial amount of contaminant, then you will need a
shower facility. However, where the spillage is likely to be small, you would
probably just need a smaller solution for washing out eyes or a small patch
of skin.
“Having easy, fast access to an eye wash can be a problem if the
environment in which you are in does not allow for a permanent, plumbed
in piece of kit. For this, a facility such as the E250 self-contained Portable
Eye & Face wash, which can be quickly and easily carried into action as
soon as required, should be considered. The 18 litre cylinder of stainless
steel has a trigger operation with dust cover, and 1.5 metre flexible
stainless steel hose allowing contaminants to be rinsed from any body
part. Alternatively, a trolley version with twin cylinders (Model GPW3) is
available, in which the waste water is collected in the underneath of the
unit and easily disposed of.
“A portable shower, for example the GPSS3, can
take just 60 seconds to be ready for use and fold
down to the size of a small case. Storage of the
shower in small workplaces becomes easy and cost
effective. However, when you choose your shower
unit, think practically. If you have a free standing
shower facility that dumps a whole load of water
straight onto a floor where others are working, you
could end up with more injuries. A unit that can
contain the water would therefore be necessary.
“It may be critical in certain workplaces that the
ground or surface can be rinsed quickly. A retractable
hose reel (model CW100) will enable you to wash
either the victim or the ground, or even both.
Lightweight, and with a fully automatic rewind, the
hose reel is easy to install and virtually maintenance
free. We also manufacture a cabinet with heater to
protect the hose reel from freezing if installed outside.”
As a guide, here are a few points to consider when weighing up what
facility, or facilities, you may need:
Identify the hazard and the seriousness of the risk
Will you need a shower facility or just an eye wash?
What is the size of the workplace, and how many workers are
employed?
Do people tend to move around a lot? If so, portability will be
important.
Can the water drain into the ground or will it need to be contained?
Will the water supply be uninterrupted or intermittent? This is an
important consideration to determine the most suitable type of shower.
What are the physical constraints i.e. how much space do you have on
which to attach or store a unit, and could it be obstructed at any time?
Showers & Eyebaths Services Ltd customer services can be
contacted on 01744 889677
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Recent
difficulties in
the Russian
coal mining
industry

By J. C. Jones
Department of
Engineering
University of Aberdeen
j.c.jones@
eng.abdn.ac.uk

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

This piece is being written on 24th May 2007, when the BBC News web site
records that at a coal mine in Siberia there has been an explosion claiming over
70 lives. Such accidents are happening by the month in that part of the world as
they are in China. Discussions of such accidents on the Chinese scene were
made in a fairly recent contribution to this journal.1 The present article will
examine briefly the background to the Russian coal industry and identify factors
which have led not only to poor safety standards but also to extreme social
difficulties in mining communities.

R

ussia has in excess of 157 billion tonne of
recoverable coal. Her current annual production is about 260 million tonne, about equivalent to that of Australia but well behind that
produced annually by China, by India or by the
USA. A low production rate does not necessarily
signify that anything is amiss. In the UK, which
once produced almost as much coal per annum
as the US, annual output is now only about
35 million tonne per year. This followed a
reasoned decision to cut back heavily on coal
production in the 1980s and consequent closure
of many mines (some of which are now being
evaluated for their coal bed methane potential).
In pre-Perestroika Russia miners were highly
paid and a miner could expect to earn more than
a qualified school teacher. That gave the Russian
coal miners under the former regime a certain
sense of privilege which alas their descendants in
the 21st Century do not share. The current
situation is that Russia positively needs energy
from coal, and to that end received a loan from
the World Bank in 1996 to modernise her coal
mining industry. There is evidence that the
money so made available has not been used to full
advantage and even that some of it was not
spent on the mining industry at all but was
misappropriated.
Even more serious are accounts one reads of
employment conditions in the Russian coal mining
industry, for example wages in arrears for three
years. In Siberian coal mining towns miners’ families often have to live in shacks believed to have
been built during the Stalin era. Most such shacks
have an associated vegetable plot and very often
it is only the produce from these, especially

potatoes, which have enabled miners and their
families not to succumb totally through lack of
food. Non-payment of miners’ wages has had
knock-on effects on shops and small businesses
which have had to close down. Over the last few
years hundreds of thousands of Russian miners
have lost their jobs. The unions are badly organised and there is little confidence in them amongst
the miners.

Even more serious are
accounts one reads of
employment conditions in the
Russian coal mining industry,
for example wages in arrears
for three years.
As was the case with miners in those parts of
the US where ‘company towns’ once operated,
the life of a miner in present-day Russia is often a
pitiful one in which exploitation adds to the inherent dangers and unattractiveness of the work. The
same could be said of China, a major producer of
coal as already noted. The catalogue of serious
accidents in the coal mines of China in recent
years has aroused indignation internationally.
Yet China, like Russia, badly needs energy for
IFF
development.

Reference
1. Jones, J. C., ‘China coal mine fires’, International
Fire Fighter, November 2005, p. 30.
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Crown Plaza, Hanover,
29th-31st May 2007

The New Talisman
K1000 Elite

T
For more information about
the ISG Talisman K-1000
contact:
ISG Thermal Systems Ltd
Integrated House
Repton Court
Repton Close
Basildon
Essex SS13 1LN
Tel: +44 (0) 1268 527700
Fax: +44 (0) 1268 527799
Website: www.isgfire.co.uk
Email: d.pointer@
isgthermalsystems.co.uk
or
t.hutting@
isgthermalsystems.co.uk
10

ISG Thermal Systems one of the world’s leading
thermal imaging camera manufacturers gathered
with their dealers in Hanover for the
anticipated launch of their
revolutionary new camera
The Talisman K-1000. The
programme for the next
three days was to focus
on the benefits that
the new camera has
over others as well
as hands on live
demonstrations.
ISG’s senior sales
manager Dave Pointer
and International Training
Manager Tonny Hutting
explained to International Fire
Fighter how this camera is going
to revolutionise the Tic market.

he aim of ISG is to be able to supply high resolution cameras at a lower cost. Within 12
months the goal is to supply low resolution
cameras at a much lower cost than previously
quoted and within another year after, to supply
high resolution units at the same cost than the
previous year’s low resolution units.
During the classroom sessions, David Little ISG
Groups Managing Director explained that the
worldwide expected market growth for thermal
imaging cameras will top 200% by 2012. ISG has
seen an increase of 263% in unit sales this year
and that’s just for the US market.
The K-1000 utilises Megapicture technology
which is a system developed by ISG exclusively for
their fire fighting cameras. This means that picture
quality is more enhanced giving the fire fighter a
better viewing image. Not only does this technology
improve picture quality but it also improves
“headroom” which is the highest temperature the
camera can clearly image which obviously
improves fire fighter safety. The K-1000 is truly a
first, for example, it can successfully image ceiling
temperatures up to 1000°C which up until now
was unheard of.
The big secret to the Megapicture technology is

the K-1000’s High resolution sensor. The sensor
has 76’800 imaging pixels. Think of it if you will
like a digital camera or camcorder, the more pixels,
the better the image quality. Coupled to this
system is the K-1000’s ability for fast update rates.
In a situation where there are constant heat
changes in the environment, Megapicture technology scans 4,608,000 scene elements each second
resulting in the user viewing not only a clearer
image but also to make better and safer decisions.
The brains at ISG have really been working hard
on the development of the K-1000 and another
great feature about the camera is its oversized
lens. Just like a normal everyday camera, the same
rules apply to thermal imaging cameras, the
bigger the lens the more scene elements the
camera can focus on. The K-1000’s Megapicture
system uses the biggest lens currently available
and can sense 77% more data, coupled with the
fast update rates the result is spectacular image
clarity. ISG certainly know their stuff. Thermal
imaging cameras are the only thing they manufacture, nothing else, and have over fifteen years
experience. Justifiably, ISG cameras are used by
Navies, Emergency services and other armed
services from all four corners of the world.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Tonny Hutting ISG’s International training manager explains the idea behind the K-1000. “Fire
fighters put themselves at risk every time they
enter a building that is fully involved. They are at
constant risk from ceiling collapse, the possibility
of a flashover situation constantly changing
temperatures and also not having the correct
equipment that can give them the information
they need. By assessing these problems and as a
qualified fire fighter, the K-1000 is the logical
choice”. Unlike other units, the image does not
saturate when the temperature gets too high. The
K-1000 can clearly detect temperatures of 1000°C
which from a fire fighters perspective, will tell him
if a ceiling could possibly collapse or if a flashover
situation could occur. The K-1000 is also extremely
user friendly, the screen constantly displays such
readings as battery power and temperature. On a
full recharge which only takes about two and a
half hours, you can expect the camera to function
perfectly for at least five hours and from switching
on, the camera is ready to use in less than five
seconds it also comes complete with a hard carry
case and neck strap”.
The Fire & Disaster Prevention School in
Heyrothsberge was the venue for the Live burn
demonstrations. Being a qualified fire fighter,
Tonny Hutting along with some brave and foolhardy distributors kitted up in all the gear so they
could see first hand, how effective the new camera was and how it operated in real situations,
they were not to be disappointed. Scenarios were
rigged so that the camera would be tested to the
extreme and in some cases, situations which even
most fire fighters will never in their lives, experience. The ISG staff were understandably a little
concerned as although rigorous testing had been
done on the K-1000 without any problems,
situations like this with a mass audience was
always going to be the place where if anything
Talisman K-1000 specifications include:
ELECTRONICS
Sensor Type: Vanadium Oxide Microbolometer
Resolution: 320 x 240
Spectral Response: 8-14 microns
Dynamic Range: Over 1000°C in Thousand Plus Mode
Mode switch time: 0.08 seconds
Update rate: 4,608,000 scene elements per second
Field of view: 59 degrees
Nominal start up: Under 5 seconds

Enhanced picture quality
with the K-1000

was going to go wrong, it would go wrong. “I
should not of worried” explained Tonny Hutting,
“the camera excelled itself and did everything that
we had said it would do”. We managed to show
our distributors just how clear the images were
when confronted with temperatures approaching
1000°C and the picture was crystal clear we were
also able to demonstrate the unique update rates
everything went according to plan.
ISG have also come up with some rather
ingenious options and accessories for their new
camera. One in particular is the unique Break
Away Lanyard system. This offers a fire fighter
breakaway capability to prevent him or herself
being trapped should the camera become
snagged or caught on an object. Secondly, the
retractable lanyard is also available which can be
attached to the camera. Should you drop the
K-1000 for any reason, it wont go far and stays
within easy reach. There is also the option of a
vehicle mount charger. This is a rugged and secure
in vehicle charger that enables storage in an
apparatus or command vehicle. With a quick
release system and automatic charging capability,
the system is designed to ensure that the imager
will be totally operational when the vehicle arrives
at the scene.
The K-1000 is now widely available throughout
Europe and as the technical specifications below
explain, this is the future of Thermal Imaging
IFF
Technology.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Measurement: FPA Centre Pixel Area
Measurement Range: Up to 1000°C
Resolution: +/-1°C
Repeatability: +/-1°C
PHYSICAL
Weight: Under 1.4kg
Housing: Radel-R High Heat Thermoplastic
Waterproofing: IP67 – immersion up to 1 meter
Drop test: 2 meters
POWER SOURCE
Operating time: Over 5 hours
Low battery warning: Displayed on screen
Recharge time: 2.5 hours
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Comments on the
Cutty Sark fire
The author released the statement below to the press on the day of the Cutty
Sark fire, 21st May 2007.
The Cutty Sark was constructed of wood and of iron. There have been, at
these very early stages of the fire, two suggestions of possible causes:
(a) Flammable gas containers on board
(b) ‘Suspicious circumstances’
Why should there be containers of flammable gases on board? The vessel was
undergoing restoration so perhaps there was welding equipment present
requiring acetylene or some other suitable fuel gas.
If (b) is correct, we can be confident that arsonists would have gone for the
wooden structure of the vessel. They might well have used an accelerant, to
aid ignition and bring about faster burning. A common choice of accelerant is
kerosene. Possibly after the fire is extinguished forensic experts will examine
the debris for traces of kerosene.

By J. C. Jones
Department of
Engineering
University of Aberdeen
j.c.jones@
eng.abdn.ac.uk
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Often in enclosure fires there is a rapid transition from a small localised fire to
one involving the entire enclosure. This is known as flashover. Did flashover
take place inside the Cutty Sark? If so that makes the ‘gas container’ idea less
probable. It does not preclude ‘suspicious circumstances’.

W

riting this piece for IFF about three weeks
later the following can be added. It soon
became widely known that much of the
ship’s wooden structure had, at the time of the
fire, been removed for preservation work and this
was highly fortunate. There is concern about
possible loss of the vessel’s iron frame. A little
history on shipping will take our discussion
forward at this point.
By 1869 when the Cutty Sark was built that
type of vessel – the clipper, propelled by wind and
accordingly needing to be of light construction –
was in decline and steam ships were starting to
replace them. At that time clipper operators were
competing vigorously not only with steam ships
but with each other. The most important design
parameter for a clipper in terms of its performance
was its sail area. A clipper could under suitable
wind conditions travel faster than the steam ships
of that time, but reliance on the wind was being
seen as adversely affecting the reliability of the
clipper when compared to the steam ship which of
course had no such reliance and was also more
robust than the clipper having a metal structure. In
about 1825 Michael Faraday developed ‘cathodic
protection’, a means of preventing corrosion of
the metal structure of a ship by use of a ‘sacrificial
anode’. Let it be noted that almost 200 years later
Faraday’s development is being widely applied
to prevent corrosion of offshore oil production
platforms.
Though having a wooden external structure a
nineteenth-century clipper would have a metal
frame, and that of the Cutty Sark was made of

wrought iron. About three years before the fire
extreme concern had been expressed about the
condition of the vessel’s iron frame which had
been found to be heavily contaminated with
chloride atoms which will of course enable
corrosion to continue. There is an electrochemical
process for removal of the chloride ions from
wrought iron or other ferrous metals. The process
has in fact been applied to a WWI vessel successfully, but unlike the Cutty Sark this was constructed entirely of steel making the application
straightforward. With a vessel composed of wood
and iron there is the difficulty of interference from
substances initially produced by microbes in the
wood which diffuse into the iron. A means of
overcoming this by introduction into the electrochemical process of an agent lethal to the
microbes responsible was developed by workers at
the University of Portsmouth although problems
were expected in applying it on the scale necessary
to restore the entire metal structure of the Cutty
Sark. The ‘way to go’ had not been resolved at the
time of the fire although discussions and debates
were under way.
Fire investigators talk of the critical temperature
of a metal structure, meaning the temperature at
which it will fail in its support role. This is
important in the design of offshore platforms. The
critical temperature could never be a hard number,
as it depends on the load being experienced.
Whatever was the critical temperature for the
wrought iron in the Cutty Sark in its badly degraded
condition must have been exceeded during the
IFF
recent fire.
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Powerful new
Worklite shines
supreme
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The latest WOLF SAFETY Lamp to be launched is
the ATEX Certified portable Worklite. Powered
by a sealed lead acid battery providing 14 hours
duration on full power, the top of the range
WL-85 Worklite incorporates a cluster of 12 high
power ‘fitted for life’ LEDs, rated at 25,000
hours, with 30° optics to produce a flood of
light.
Housed within a stainless steel frame and
enclosure, capable of withstanding the harshest
of marine environments, this totally portable
floodlamp has no trailing leads or cable. It is
The new Wolf Worklite WL-85
ideal for use in blast cleaning operations and the
confined spaces of hazardous areas. Anti-static protective replaceable covers are
provided to protect the glass lens during paint spraying and blasting applications.
Potentially dangerous environments, where the Worklite should be utilized,
include offshore in the oil and gas industry, on ocean-going tankers, within
refining, petrochemical and processing industries, water treatment, gas
distribution, transport and the emergency services.
For further information please contact the sales office. Tel: 0114 255 1051
Fax: 0114 255 7988 Email: info@wolf-safety.co.uk Website: www.wolf-safety.co.uk

Bristol Uniforms secures Firebuy’s
Preferred Bidder status for UK’s
Integrated Clothing Project
BRISTOL UNIFORMS has been selected as Firebuy’s Preferred Bidder for the Integrated
Clothing Project which will see the company supplying Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
and all other clothing requirements over a 15 year contract period.
The past 3 years have seen a number of the UK and Europe’s leading manufacturers
involved in a tendering process which has included submitting designs and prices,
undergoing extensive garment performance testing and hundred’s of hours of management
time to reach the final stages of this procurement initiative. Firebuy’s intention is to deliver
strategic co-ordination of procurement projects to ensure standardisation of output
specifications, co-ordination of technical services and market development for clothing as
well as other equipment and vehicles.
As existing supply and service contracts with fire & rescue services across the UK expire
over the coming 5 years, each will have the opportunity of procuring market leading designs
of PPE from Bristol including fire coats and trousers, boots, gloves, helmets and flashoods as
well as other protective equipment. In addition to this, station wear, corporate wear and
ceremonial dress are also included in the contract.
Commenting on the results, Roger Startin, Bristol’s joint managing
director said, “We are naturally delighted with the outcome which we
believe will bring benefits to all stakeholders -– ourselves, the UK’s fire
& rescue services and Firebuy. Throughout the period since the project
commenced in 2003 we have worked closely with all the parties
involved to ensure that the eventual outcome would create best value
for the customer. We have succeeded in the face of competition from
other major international players, which is particularly satisfying, and
believe our success stems in no small measure from the investment we
have made in product innovation and a comprehensive managed care
Roger Startin
service over the last 5 years”.
Liz Barron, Chair of Firebuy, added “I would like to compliment Bristol Uniforms on the
commitment they showed during the lengthy tendering period and the compelling case they
made for selecting them to become our Preferred Bidder. This represents a major milestone
for collaboration and is a positive example of the way that the fire service will procure its
major goods and services in the future. FRAs can now be sure that the protective clothing
they issue to firefighters is the best available to maximise their comfort, safety and image”.
For more information about Bristol Uniforms or Bristol Care™ please contact either:
Roger Startin, Bristol Uniforms Ltd on 0117 956 3101 or email
roger.startin@bristoluniforms.co.uk
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Record Attendance
Set at FDIC 2007:
27,500 Attendees Participate in
World’s Premier Fire Training Event
FDIC 2008 Planning Underway
A record attendance of 27,500 firefighters from around the world attended FDIC
2007, held April 16-21 at the Indiana Convention Center in Indianapolis, making
it the largest FDIC ever held in its 79-year history. Planning is currently underway
for FDIC 2008, taking place April 7-12.

T
About PennWell
PennWell Corporation is a
diversified business-tobusiness media and
information company that
provides quality content and
integrated marketing
solutions for the following
industries: Oil and gas,
electric power, water,
electronics, semiconductor,
contamination control,
optoelectronics, fiberoptics,
enterprise storage, fire,
emergency services and
dental. Founded in 1910,
PennWell publishes 75 print
and online magazines and
newsletters, conducts 60
conferences and exhibitions
on six continents, and has an
extensive offering of books,
maps, web sites, research
and database services. In
addition to PennWell’s
headquarters in Tulsa,
Oklahoma the company has
major offices in Nashua, New
Hampshire; Houston, Texas;
London, England, Campbell,
California; Fairlawn, New
Jersey; Moscow, Russia; and
Hong Kong, China.
14

he world’s premier fire training conference
and exhibition, FDIC features a comprehensive curriculum of Hands-On Training evolutions, workshops, and 150+ classroom sessions
taught by 500 instructors, plus 900 exhibiting
companies featuring the latest technologies in fire
apparatus, equipment and life-saving product
advancements. During the six-day event, the
nation’s leading instructors train thousands of firefighters on life-saving techniques, ranging from
live burn to collapse rescue, to leadership training
and recruitment issues.
“As the demands on emergency service
providers have increased in the new millennium,
the fire service is the natural conduit to respond to
and mitigate these events. A well-trained and
equipped fire department is critical to fulfill this
mission. FDIC is the premier conference for current
and future leaders in the fire service to attend and
receive training from top instructors in North
America. The tools, personal, protective equip-

As the demands on
emergency service providers
have increased in the new
millennium, the fire service is
the natural conduit to
respond to and mitigate
these events.
ment and apparatus displayed at the event allows
attendees to observe first-hand the latest technology that enables a well-trained fire department to
provide the level of service the citizens have come
to expect,” said Chief James Greeson of the Indianapolis Fire Department.
FDIC also features the presentation of the Ray
Downey Courage & Valor Award by Mr. Robert F.
Biolchini, President and CEO of PennWell, during

the Opening Ceremony. This award recognizes
extraordinarily courageous American firefighters in
remembrance of the sacrifices made by FDNY
members on September 11, 2001. The Courage &
Valor Award commemorates the life and career
achievements of Deputy Chief Ray Downey, chief
of rescue operations and 39-year veteran of the

At FDIC, the issues
confronting all firefighters
are reviewed and examined,
with the sharing of solutions.
Fire Department of New York, who elected to
remain in the World Trade Center to save others
and was killed on September 11.
“For 79 years, the leaders of America’s fire service have gathered at FDIC. Coming from every
type of department, every background and every
rank, they all share one common bond – the
knowledge that great firefighters and great fire
departments are made from a unfaltering commitment to training and drills. At FDIC, they meet
unencumbered by any other mission to discuss
Fire, the most feared threat to Americans today. At
FDIC, the issues confronting all firefighters are
reviewed and examined, with the sharing of
solutions,” said Chief Bobby Halton ret., FDIC
Education Director and Editor-in-Chief of Fire
Engineering magazine.
FDIC 2008 takes place April 7-12, 2008 at the
Indiana Convention Center in Indianapolis, IN. For
classroom information and to register, visit
IFF
www.fdic.com
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Recent
acetylene fires
in the British
Isles

By J. C. Jones
Department of
Engineering
University of Aberdeen
j.c.jones@
eng.abdn.ac.uk

In May 2007 at Wolsingham in north east England a van containing one or
more cylinders of acetylene for use in welding exploded, with loss of life of the
driver. There was also damage to nearby buildings. Acetylene is of course widely
used in gas welding, where it is burnt in pure oxygen in what is known as the
oxy-acetylene process. It is also used in flame cutting devices. Clearly at the
Wolsingham accident acetylene had leaked from a storage cylinder, entered the
interior of the van and exploded by reaction with oxygen in the atmosphere of
the van which, immediately prior to the accident, the van driver was relying on
for respiration.

F

rom such information as is in the public
domain certain inferences can be drawn. We
are told (for example in the BBC coverage) that
a boy sleeping in a house affected by the blast was
covered with glass from broken windows. An idea
of the severity of the explosion can be deduced
from this. At whatever distance the windows were
from the van, the overpressure must have been
about 0.02; that is, the pressure was, for the
duration of the impact of the gaseous explosion
products on the windows, 2% higher than that of
the atmosphere previously. Had the overpressure
been 0.1 structural damage to the building itself
would have resulted yet we are not told that any
such damage occurred.
Was it that the acetylene leaked catastrophically
from a cylinder which released its contents all at
once? Or was it that a cylinder had been leaking
slowly and the stage had been reached where
there was sufficient in the interior of the van for

Had the overpressure been
0.1 structural damage to the
building itself would have
resulted yet we are not told
that any such damage
occurred.
there to be an explosive mixture in air? The overpressure-damage information referred to will probably enable this question to be answered fairly
straightforwardly by the investigators. The cylinder
was allowed time to cool to ambient temperature
before being removed from the debris of the fire,
and here is a point of contact with an accident
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

only two days later in County Tyrone, Ireland. The
author’s understanding of this from reports on the
Web is that fire fighters had been called to a fire
at a disused factory where plastic waste was
alight. They observed a cylinder of acetylene which

The previous month in
Deptford, South London there
was a major fire at a
warehouse where cylinders
containing acetylene were
known to be in storage.
was leaking its contents, which burnt as a steady
flame for which, presumably, the cylinder structure
acted as a burner. Once the fire had been
extinguished the area was closed off and kept
under observation because of the possibility of
redevelopment of combustion at the cylinder.
Arson is in fact suspected. If (note the emphasis)
the acetylene cylinder was of the arsonist’s doing a
particularly dangerous act of arson had been committed. If the cylinder had exploded as happened
at Wolsingham, the blast would have been fatal to
fire fighters nearby.
So two acetylene incidents took place in one
week within a couple of hundred miles of each
other, one fatal the other not so but having had
the potential to be. The previous month in
Deptford, South London there was a major fire at
a warehouse where cylinders containing acetylene
were known to be in storage. There was no
explosion of the cylinders, but the possibility of
such explosion necessitated evacuation of many
IFF
nearby buildings.
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Skedco, Inc.
Skedco was founded in 1981 by Bud and Catherine Calkin for the purpose of
manufacturing the SKED stretcher. Skedco immediately targeted the Military and
Fire Service as the obvious market. They very quickly found that cavers, industry
and wilderness rescue teams needed the Sked too.

B

y 1984 Skedco produced the Oregon Spine
Splint. It was necessary to create their own
immobilizer as the only other one was produced by a competitor. It was added to the Sked
System. Shortly after the OSS came a flotation kit.
It makes the SKED float nearly vertically and will
“self right” when capsized. The complete system
fits into one backpack that doubles as a towing
harness when it is necessary to drag the SKED in a
hands free mode. Later, they developed the
inflatable floats which made the system even
smaller for storage and transport. The complete
system was then standardized by the military but it
still wasn’t understood by the end users.
Because the SKED was so different than other
stretchers it took Skedco a very long time to create
the necessary confidence within the rescue
community for them to spend their money on a
SKED rather than the product they were used to
using. That meant that sales were hard to make.
Bud Calkin would sometimes drive as much as
1000 miles to sell just one SKED. He was willing to
do it as he believed in his product and was sure
that when rescuers had successes with the SKED it
would generate more sales. Skedco advertised as
heavily as they could afford and drove countless
miles in order to win the confidence of the rescue
community.
When “Operation Just Cause” occurred and the
U.S military invaded Panama to capture Manuel
Norriega the Army purchased a very good number
of SKED systems. SKED performed very well during
that operation. Lives and at least one spinal cord
were saved.
The U.S. Army Rangers were the first to use the
SKED to haul equipment. They would drag
mortars, mortar rounds, ammunition, many other
critical items and sometimes a patient faster and
easier than carrying them.
Catherine Calkin was also totally dedicated to
SKEDCO’s success. She too worked day and night
to make the company succeed. She has always
been president and CEO. This became a tremendous responsibility. She is the accountant as well
as president, secretary and treasurer. Even now she

Contact information:
Skedco, Inc.
PO Box 3390
Tualatin, Oregon 97062
USA
Tel: (503) 691-7909
Fax: (503) 691-7973
Email: Skedco@skedco.com
Website: www.skedco.com
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works extremely long days to keep SKEDCO on an
even keel.
In the early 1990’s OSHA mandated that
industry be able to respond and affect a confined
space rescue in a very short time. SKED was the
natural choice for confined spaces as it will bring
victims through smaller, more confined areas than
any other stretcher, even when the patient is
immobilized.
The Fire Service also began using the Sked a lot
more frequently. They saved lives using the SKED
when no other stretcher would work.
When the Military started ordering for “Operation Desert Storm” Skedco received gigantic orders.
The SKED was so successful that the U.S. Military
continued purchasing in very large numbers. After
10 years of no profit Skedco started to grow. It has
been in a growth mode since that time. The civilian
sales are now about 40% of SKEDCO’s total business. SKEDCO is one of the few companies that
makes products for the Military that “save lives”.
SKEDCO now produces over 200 products
some of which are SKED Stretcher, Oregon Spine
Splint, Sked-Evac Tripod, SKEDCO Rescue Hauler
and SKEDCO Microhauler 4:1 mechanical advantage rescue pulley systems, HALF SKED, SKEDCO
Window Escape Anchor, Hazmat SKED Stretcher
systems and a wide array of Military rescue and
emergency medical products. The company and
its’ employees remain dedicated to saving lives
throughout the world.
Skedco wishes to thank all of those brave men
and women who are risking their own safety to
save others. They are truly the world’s greatest
IFF
treasure.
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New EH20 Escape Hood delivers instant
CBRN protection for first responders
AVON RUBBER P.L.C.’s protection business
has developed the first purpose designed
escape hood to provide instant protection
for first responders, allowing them time to
evacuate from a CBRN incident. The
EH20 Escape Hood, which can be donned
in seconds and provides a high level of
protection against chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear (CBRN) agents,
was launched in Autumn 2006 and is fully
CE approved.
The EH20 provides, for the first time, a
practical solution to providing CBRN
protection in the fire services to Drivers
and Officers in Charge who are not
equipped with Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus. The hood can be deployed very
quickly should there be an unexpected or
suspected incident and has already entered
service with police forces across the UK for
use by unprotected first responders. It has
also been purchased by the National

Health Service for at-risk paramedics. Both
the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO) and the Police Federation have
recommended that all operational police
officers in the UK should be equipped with
the EH20 at times of heightened security
awareness. Globally, EH20 has found
application with police forces and security
units in Asia, Australasia, Europe and
North America for special events
protection, mass transit systems and
personal protection for first responders.
The hood provides a high level of
respiratory, eye and face protection from
principal CBRN agents for at least 20
minutes to allow sufficient time to escape
from a contaminated area. No such
capability was available previously in a
sufficiently compact and portable package.
The hood is stored in a vacuum-sealed
pouch small enough to wear on a belt
and, when needed, the “one-size-fits-all”

RESQTEC introduces the latest
addition to the 6 series: the G6w
The ultimate cutter for the cars of tomorrow
The G6w is specially designed and
optimized for cutting car posts of the
latest cars on the market, as an answer to
the ever increasing strength of CCC –
short for Complex Car Constructions.
Cutting structures, as important as
cutting capacity, is how it is translated
using blade design. The performance of a
cutter always relates back to the blade
design! In the case of cutting CCC, you
want a blade that shreds, which is
achieved if the structure is pulled to the
central bolt. The more a blade is capable
of doing that, the better it is suited for
cutting CCC materials. At the same time
the posts are becoming bigger so a big
opening is needed. The unique W blade
can go around a big post and pull material to the central bolt, further than any other tool
on the market.
With 121 tons of cutting
power, the biggest opening
and the unique W blade
design it is the ultimate Car
Construction Cutter. Not just
for today’s cars, but more
importantly for tomorrow’s!
The G6w is designed
according to EWOtechnology
and is tested to CCC capacity.
The G6w is available form
August 2007.
For more information check out
www.resqtec.com
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hood can be donned within 30 seconds
over beards, long hair and even glasses.
The EH20 requires minimal training to use
and has a 10 year shelf life and no
maintenance.
Made of clear polyurethane, the EH20
not only protects against all airborne CBRN
threats but also protects the face from
splashes of agent. The clear material has a
number of advantages; it gives a non
threatening appearance, aids with
recognition and also allows for better
visual and verbal communication. Twin low
profile filters on a unique hinge system
incorporate the very latest membrane
technology which reduces breathing
resistance and also ensures ease of
donning.
Jim Naylor, Sales and Marketing
Manager at Avon Protection Systems, said,
“The formerly unprotected operatives in
the Fire Service can now benefit from the
rapid protection the EH20 provides to
emergency services personnel against
today’s biological or chemical threats,
whether they arise from accidents or
terrorist activity.”

World leadership in CBRN
protection
Avon Rubber p.l.c. supplies a range of
advanced CBRN respiratory protection
solutions through Avon Protection Systems
to the world’s military and police forces, as
well as first responders and emergency
services. Avon is an acknowledged world
leader in the field of CBRN respiratory
protective equipment and has been
supplying respirators to the UK Ministry of
Defence and other NATO allies for over 80
years and is now supplying the Joint
Services General Purpose Mask to the US
armed forces. Avon Rubber p.l.c. also
owns Avon – ISI, which designs, develops
and manufactures a range of SCBA
equipment for fire and rescue and law
enforcement as well as military
applications, further enhancing the
product offering to end users and enabling
integration of RPE systems to suit varying
operational requirements. Avon has
manufacturing facilities in the U.K. and the
United States.
For more information about the new EH20
Escape Hood and other Avon Protection
Systems and Avon – ISI products please
contact:
Julia Wills
Marketing Support Manager
Avon Protection
Tel: +44 (0)1225 896705
Email: julia.wills@avon-rubber.com
or visit www.avon-protection.com
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TASK FORCE TIPS, INC.

2800 East Evans Avenue, Valparaiso, IN 46383-6940 USA
International +1.219.548.4000 • www.tft.com • intsales@tft.com

ONE
THE BLUE

Safe, Portable
Blitz Attack

2000 l/min Rated Flow
Provides Maximum Flow
With Limited Resources
Automatic Safety Shutoff
Reduces The Chance Of
Injury From A "Runaway"
Monitor
Oscillation Feature
Water Driven Turbine
Makes A 20, 30 or 40°
Sweep.

LOW 10° ATTACK ANGLE
When combined with TFT's unique
slide valve, the Blitzfire's low 10°
a t t a c k a n g l e p r o v i d e s To t a l
Nozzleman Flow Control.

MAXIMUM SAFETY
Blitzfire's unique SafeTak II automatic
safety shutoff provides complete
firefighter control and protection in
either manned or unmanned
operations.
LIGHTWEIGHT
& PORTABLE
Designed to provide
maximum flow with limited
resources, the Blitzfire is
easily advanced by a
single firefighter and
deploys quickly for
exposure protection or
direct attack.

AUSTRALIA
Gaam Emergency Products-AU
Phone : 61394661244
Fax : 61394664743
iprice@tycoint.com
www.gaam.com.au
CHINA
Shanghai Jin De Industry
Phone: 862136050599
Fax: 862136055599
sjinde@163.com
www.sjinde.com
HONG KONG
Rotter International Ltd.
Phone: 85227517770
Fax: 85227562051
jacky@rotter.com.hk
www.rotterbiz.com
INDONESIA
Pt Palmas Entraco
Phone: 6221384 1681
Fax: 6221380 2660
sales@palmas.co.id
JAPAN
Yone Corporation
Phone: 81758211185
Fax: 81758012263
t.yone@myad.jp
www.yone-co.co.jp
MALAYSIA
CME Edaran Sdn Bhd
Phone: 60356331188
Fax: 60356343838
jsarana@po.jaring.my
www.cme.com.my
NEW ZEALAND
Tyco Safety Products
Phone: 6445608127
Fax: 6498270844
tsp.sales.nz@tycoint.com
www.tycoservices.co.nz
PHILIPPINES
Alliance Industrial Sales
Phone: 6328908818
Fax: 6328960083
alliance8_jcy@pacific.net.ph
SINGAPORE
S.K. Fire Pte. Ltd.
Phone: 6568623155
Fax : 6568620273
houchin@skfire.com
www.skfire.com
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Quick Fire
Knockdown in
the Modern Fire
Environment:
Overpowering BTU’s with Big Flows

By Chris Martin
Regional Export Sales
Manager, Elkhart Brass
Mfg. Co., Inc.
Firefighter/Engineer,
Clay Fire Territory,
Indiana, USA
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Our communities are changing, they are growing, being redeveloped . . . at a
rapid pace. It seems as if everywhere you look, new construction is all around us.
As new construction flourishes, we as firefighters must make it our responsibility
to look at the way this changes things for us, and also maybe reexamine the way
we do things.

F

rom preplanning to inspections, to emergency
medical services and what we pride ourselves
on best . . . fire attack. Fire Attack in this
modern fire environment poses new challenges to
us. Fires are burning hotter and faster, leaving us
to often play catch up upon the arrival of the first
crews. It is imperative to deploy the right size
hoseline for the job, in the right location. More
lives are probably saved by properly placed lines
than any other means for us, as firefighters on the
fireground. It is a fact that once the fire goes out,
a lot of our problems are solved, and things are
going to get better. Fire advancement is obviously
stopped, exposures are no longer at risk, and we
can more safely do our jobs. In this modern fire

environment, the quick attack, or “blitz” attack is
gaining more and more popularity. The advancement of a fire can be stopped by the use of a high
flow handline, or particularly, a portable monitor
applied for mere seconds. Once the fire is
“darkened” down, handlines can be advanced to
fully extinguish the fire. The use of these easily
deployable, high flow devices, such as lightweight
portable monitors is one fire attack method that
we will look at as we face this modern fire
environment.
Similar to any good competitor, we must know
our opponent. In particular we are going to focus
on “new” construction styles facing our communities. Not too long ago, our buildings were built of
21
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ability to absorb heat (BTU’s). Well, as fires are
burning hotter, we are naturally going to need
more water to overcome these BTU’s. The following indicates what we are up against:
1 lb (0.46 kg) of paper when burned generates
roughly 2,800 BTU’s of heat
1 lb (0.46 kg) of wood when burned generates
roughly 8,000 BTU’s of heat
1 lb (0.46 kg) of Polymer Plastic when burned
generates roughly 22,000 BTU’s of heat
From 30 years ago to today, our building
materials are now primarily synthetic and plastics.
These materials burn almost 3 times hotter than
materials in fires we were used to, leading to rapid
flame spread and a high heat release rate as these
higher fuel loads are consumed. In addition, plastic

Fires are burning much hotter,
and because of this, flashover
and rapid fire growth should
be at the front of our minds
every time we arrive.
unreinforced masonry, and heavy timber construction. There was no such thing as a “lightweight”
roof truss style construction, and synthetics were
never even considered. Today, however, “lightweight” roof truss style construction is standard,
metal studs are now being used instead of wood
studs, and synthetics and plastics are preferred. As
firefighters, this means to us a much greater
danger on the fireground. Fires are burning much
hotter, and because of this, flashover and rapid
fire growth should be at the front of our minds
every time we arrive. We all know from “Firefigher
101” that we use water because of its excellent

when burned, produces 300 times more smoke
per pound (0.46 kg) compared with wood. Take
these numbers and consider that buildings are
now equipped with better insulation, limited ventilation, and design features such as Thermo Pane
windows; fighting fires becomes increasingly more
dangerous than we may have every been used to.
As firefighters now thrown into this modern fire
environment, we may need to look at the way we
are fighting fires. Is a 95 gpm (360 lpm) combination fog nozzle really the right tool we need to
knock down a fire in a new construction style
building? As our buildings are changing so do our

Pic courtesy of Elkhart
Brass
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tactics. One such tactic is to stop the advancement
of the fire rapidly through a quick, or “blitz”
attack. We just reviewed that in new building
construction, fire is going to advance hotter and
faster, one way to stop this is to apply a large
amount of water immediately to knock down the
visible fire. Remember . . . when the fire goes out,
everything gets better. The quicker we do this, the
quicker things are going to get better.

Keep in mind, depending on
the size and involvement of
the fire, this quick attack
will only last about 15 to
30 seconds.
One way to achieve this quick knock down,
fast, effectively, and with limited manpower is
with a lightweight portable monitor. There are
several models on the market, each with its own
features and benefits; however the concept is
fairly simple. A lightweight portable monitor is a
portable monitor weighing less that 20 lb (9 kg),
with the ability to deliver around 500 gpm
24

(1892 lpm) from one 2.5 in. (64 mm) or 3.0 in.
(76 mm) hoseline. Often pre-connected, one firefighter can easily deploy this monitor and have the
ability to put a lot of water on the fire . . . fast!
This attack must be coordinated with other crews
on the fireground, when executed properly, a large
amount of the fire will be knocked down, and
things will begin to get better. Keep in mind,
depending on the size and involvement of the fire,
this quick attack will only last about 15 to 30
seconds; basically until the visible fire is “darkened
down”.
Once this occurs, it is then up to the crew to
make entry to locate, confine, and extinguish the
rest of fire. With the quick attack tactic, one is
merely putting a temporary pause on the fire. It is
still up to an aggressive crew to get inside and put
the rest of the fire completely out. This task,
however, will be significantly easier and safer as
the bulk of the fire has been extinguished.
Once the quick attack has taken place, another
great benefit of the lightweight portable monitor,
is that it can now be used as a manifold to
advance handlines from. Typically the more
popular models all have a built in shutoff on the
monitor. This now allows the firefighter to shut
the monitor off, and attach a gated wye or
reducer, and advance a handline directly from the
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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monitor. This is an ideal setup for limited manpower
crews, as a separate hose bundle can be kept, and
used for this purpose. A “break apart” style nozzle
combination is ideal to use in these hose packs. A
“break apart” style nozzle refers to a nozzle
combination consisting of a separate shutoff and
nozzle tip. This way as the hoseline is advanced

from the lightweight portable monitor, if additional
hose is needed, the shutoff can be closed, the
nozzle tip removed, and an additional hose
bundle can be attached to the shutoff. This can
then allow for quick advancement of additional
hose, without having to shut down the entire
operation.
Utilitizing a gated wye essentially is now what
makes this lightweight portable monitor a manifold, and an additional hose line can be attached
by an additional crew. Keep in mind that certain
brands come equipped with a safety shutoff off in
which the monitor will shutoff when moved slightly.
This feature can pose a problem when the monitor
is being used as a manifold, as it could accidentally
shutoff if moved while advancing hose. It may be
necessary to secure it in the open position, with a
piece of rope or webbing, to ensure that your
water supply is not compromised.
If used properly the lightweight portable
monitor can be used as an effective and safer
tactic as we now face the new enemy . . . the
modern fire environment. If there is no threat to
the occupants, why compromise the lives of the
firefighters? With a quick attack, we minimize a
lot of dangers that new style building construction
poses. One way to achieve this is a rapid knockdown with a lightweight portable monitor, and
then a much safer aggressive interior attack using
the monitor as your water supply. This is just one
more tactic for us to add to our playbook, and one
that can help to make sure that everyone goes
IFF
home.
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The Care and
Feeding of your
CAFS
By Keith Klassen

As more fire departments begin to add Compressed Air Foam Systems to their
arsenal of firefighting tools the need for proper maintenance of these systems
becomes increasingly important. Because CAFS adds more mechanical
components to the fire apparatus more items will need to be added to the daily
or weekly truck check sheet. These components also must be inspected and
serviced on semi-annual and annual inspections.

T

he easiest way to think of CAFS is as three
pumping systems working together to produce foam. They are a water pump, a foam
concentrate pump or proportioner, and an air
pump or compressor.
We are all familiar with centrifugal fire pumps
and their maintenance. These remain essentially
unchanged in most CAFS. The foam concentrate
and air are added on the discharge side of the fire
pump. The standard fire pump works well as the
water source. Some CAFS drive the air compressor
off of the pump transmission however this does
not affect the maintenance of the pump itself.
The purpose of the foam proportioner is to
create foam solution. It does this by adding the
proper amount of foam concentrate to the water
to create a foam solution in the percentage
required. Proportioners for CAFS are automatic

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

systems meaning that they automatically adjust for
changes in both water pressure and flow volumes
to maintain the proper proportion. Most CAFS use
some form of direct injection proportioner. These
systems inject the foam concentrate under
pressure into the water on the discharge side of
the fire pump. Direct injection proportioners are
typically powered either by an electric motor or a
hydraulic pump.
Most CAFS use a rotary screw air compressor to
provide the air supply. Rotary screw compressors
consist of two rotors which spin inside a housing.
As the spin they move air and compress it on the
discharge side of the compressor. The air compressor will also have an air control circuit which
manages the air pressure in various operating
modes. These compressors are industrial grade
units designed for thousands of hours of service,
29
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far more than the CAFS will be used. A fire department will not wear out the compressor in the
CAFS but they need to be certain that it does not
get damaged. Damage occurs the same way
damage occurs in an engine. This is due to foreign
material in the compressor, lack of lubrication, or
overheating.
Along with the three pumping systems check
valves are required. Check valves keep the right
product in the right place. Water is one of the
biggest enemies of air compressors because it is
not compressible and it causes rust and corrosion.
Air check valves are designed to keep water out of
the air side of the system. Water check valves are
used for two purposes. One is to keep foam
solution out of the pump and the water supply
and the other is to keep air out of the fire pump.
Air in the fire pump can cause loss of prime and
possible pump damage.
Gauges and flow meters may also be provided
to monitor the operation of the system. A CAFS
will typically have a master air pressure gauge
along with the master water pressure gauge so
that the pressure readings can be monitored and
compared during various modes of operation.
Foam solution flow volumes are usually monitored
by the foam proportioner. Some smaller systems
may not monitor foam solution volumes. Air flow
volumes may be monitored by either manual of
digital electronic air flow meters. Air flow meters
are optional and are not required for system
operation.
Apparatus with CAFS need a few additional
items checked during the regularly scheduled truck
check. These include:
Check the level and top off the foam concentrate in the foam tank.
Check the proportioner oil level if applicable.
Typically this is done with a sight glass or a
dipstick.
30

Check the compressor oil level in the sight
glass. Also note the color and condition of the
oil. A white milky color indicates water in
the oil.
If the compressor or proportioner are hydraulically driven check the hydraulic fluid level.
If the CAFS is powered by an auxiliary engine
check all engine fluids
Run the CAFS and flow air out of a discharge.
Do this until the air coming out of the
discharge feels warm. It will usually take five to
ten minutes depending on ambient temperature. Wear hearing protection as this will be
a noisy operation. It is important to do on a
weekly basis this at minimum. The purpose is to
exercise the components of the compressor air
control circuit. This keeps them free and functioning properly. It is most important to do this
in humid environments where moisture buildup
within the system will be greater.
CAFS will also need semi annual and annual
service. Semi annual service consists of checking
and cleaning strainers and checking and servicing
the compressor drive system.
Most systems will have two strainers. The first
will be a foam strainer and the second will be a
water strainer on the line to the compressor
cooler.
The foam strainer will be located between the
foam tank and the proportioner. It may be a wye
strainer or a basket type strainer. To check and
clean the strainer close the valve between the
strainer and the foam tank to prevent the foam
concentrate from leaking out of the tank. Disassemble the strainer and wash out any debris
caught in the screen. Debris may include
congealed foam due to mixed concentrates, items
that have fallen into the tank, or shavings of
plastic from inside the foam tank. Plastic shavings
are left from the manufacturing process and will
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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be caught in the strainer during the first few
months of operation. After reassembling the
strainer open the foam valve.
Compressors which are cooled through a heat
exchanger by pump water will also have a strainer
on the inlet of the cooler to prevent debris from
entering and plugging the orifices within the
cooler. This strainer needs to be disassembled and
cleaned of any debris. There is a greater chance of
this strainer becoming plugged when drafting
from a dirty water source. The screen also needs

to be checked for holes. These can occur if rocks
or similar debris are propelled at high velocity into
the screen. This strainer will often have a quarter
turn valve attached to the wye. This valve allows
the strainer to be cleaned during operation. When
the valve is opened water pressure will push debris
caught in the screen out of through the valve.
Service of the drive system depends on the type
of drive used. Typical drives include auxiliary power
plants, transmission PTO, and belt drive off the
pump transmission. Auxiliary power plants are

GLOBAL
Connections
Adapters
Strainers

Valves

Flanged
Connections
75 Highland Drive • Putnam, CT 06260 U.S.A.
Tel: 800-420-4673 • Fax: 800-772-0255
www.kochek.com
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serviced according to the engine manufacturer’s
recommendations. PTO drive service includes
checking the driveline and u-joints. Belt drive
systems require checking the condition and
tension of the belt. Adjust the belt per the
manufacturer’s specifications.
Annual maintenance consists of:
Change compressor oil. Different compressor
manufacturers recommend various lubricants.
They range from hydraulic fluid, to automatic
transmission fluid, to motor oil. Check with
your system manufacturer for the proper fluid.
Replace hydraulic filter.
Check the foam proportioner calibration and
recalibrate as necessary. Check with the proportioner manufacturer for the proper calibration
procedure.
Most systems have a fixed pressure or tools
mode which will allow the compressor to
go to maximum pressure for air only operations. The maximum air pressure should be
checked and adjusted per the manufacturers
recommendations.
Check and compare the air and water pressures
in the auto balance or foam mode. They should
balance within a few pounds. Check this at a
static pressure. Smaller systems may have
pressure variations while the systems are
flowing. The manufacturer of the CAFS will have
a procedure for making balance adjustments.
CAFS also have an air/oil separator cartridge.
The purpose of this unit is to recapture the oil
from the compressor air before the air is sent to
the discharges. It should be replaced on a
biannual interval. On some systems the separator is located inside the compressor sump.
Because the cartridge is not visible the technician may not realize that it needs to be
serviced. Replacement requires removing the
top of the sump to access the cartridge. On
other systems the separator is external making
replacement easier.
Be sure to check your CAFS manufacturer’s
recommendations for variations or additions to the
checks and services mentioned in this article.
It is important that all of our equipment in the
fire service works properly. We often rely on its
operation in life saving situations. Its failure can
also compromise firefighter safety. Proper maintenance of your CAFS will provide many years of
trouble free service. CAFS is an extremely effective
firefighting tool. Remember the worst thing that
IFF
you can do with your CAFS is not use it.
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Keith Klassen has thirty-one years experience in the Fire
Service both as a volunteer and as a career firefighter. He
is currently a Captain for Summit Fire Dept in Flagstaff
Arizona, USA. His experience includes both structural and
wildland firefighting. He has 12 years experience using
Compressed Air Foam Systems both at Summit F.D. and on
numerous off district wildland assignments.
Mr. Klassen has 20 years experience as a secondary
and post secondary vocational education teacher. He
developed the Foam Technology in the Fire Service
curriculum and teaches the class for the Arizona State Fire
School and the Arizona Wildfire Academy. He has also
taught for the Colorado Wildfire Academy, the California
Fire Mechanics Academy, and the Arizona Fire Mechanics.
Mr. Klassen is also the CAFS Instruction Program
Manager for Waterous. In that capacity he oversees all
CAFS training both domestic and international for the
company. He also supervises a staff of eleven training
personnel. This training includes CAFS operation, repair,
and system installation classes.
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Hydraulic Rescue
Tools
By Jack Kusters

Extrication is one of the most preformed jobs of a fireman, and therefore the
hydraulic rescue tools can be seen as a important tool. Since the first
introduction of the hydraulic rescue tool in the market over 35 years ago a lot
has changed. Let’s look into the dynamics that define this important tool giving
you an idea what to look for when purchasing.
History of the hydraulic rescue tool
ue to the increasing industrialisation of the
traffic in cars, fire brigades get a new task. To
free victims that where trapped in there car
during a car crash, commonly referred to as extrication. The fire brigades during those days only had a
handsaw, and some a motorized cutter. With a lot
of moving and shaking the victim can be “helped”.
The vision we share today that would have been
more like abuse then helping, but nothing else was
available. The first ever so-called hydraulic tool
used in rescue was a tool originally used for taking
dents out of cars. Quickly afterwards the first
hydraulic rescue tool was developed, the spreader.
Seen brigades had most need for a tool that could
create space, the spreader became a most widely
used tool, although it was originally designed to be
used only on racetracks. Seen the constructions on
cars where not that though a spreader was
enough. When constructions start getting stronger
there was need for a tool to cut. Seen the cutting
saw was not the ideal solution the cutter was

D
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developed. First as a attachment on the spreader,
but seen that that didn’t work well gave birth to
the dedicated cutter was a fact. It take a while
before a dedicated cutter became widely accepted
as there was some resistance to giving up the
spreader as the main tool. Nowadays the cutter is
the most important tool on which the highest
demands are placed. It job is to cut the
construction and take away parts or to weaken the
construction to the point the spreader has a easy
task creating room.
The last main rescue tools developed was the
ram. At first there was again not much interest in
the ram, as it was thought the spreader and cutter
where enough. But in cases of truck accidents
there is need for a tool that has capacity from the
beginning onwards over a long stroke, something
a spreader does not do.
Knowing something about the history let’s
look into the latest innovations and what drive
them, learning what may be important to your
department.
35
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The first ever rescue
spreader in action,
operated then young
Mr. Axel Maarschalk. A
pioneer in the industry
and founder of RESQTEC
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Newer cars with complex constructions
It is clear that cars are getting stronger and
stronger, with car manufacturers coming up with
new constructions and materials. These new constructions greatly influence extrication. This simply
due to the fact materials are exotic and harder,
therefore making them harder to cut. The constructions create an extra influence seen the design are
becoming more complex as they create a stiffer and
or safer car. Nowadays these complex constructions
consist of several layers of materials and are many
times much larger then they used to be.
Considering this, raises the question what to
keep in mind when purchasing a new cutter. Most
logical one is that you must choose one that is
capable of cutter the newer cars on the market.
Sounds logical, but I have seen new cutter that are
not able to. So capacity is a important benchmark,
but keep in mind that how a manufacturer been
able to use the forces is the difference between a
good and bad performing cutter. Depending on
what you use a cutter for you try and choose the
correct one. If you need to be able to cut a car but
also maybe also other materials try and go for a
cutter that can cut a range of materials. Sometimes ratings like EN or NFPA can help, but my
proposal is to evaluate first hand to see which tool
performs. Blade design is on of those factors that
play an important factor in overall performance.
From personal experience I know that there are
some brands that have high performing cutters
largely due to there blade design. Also keep in
mind that different blade design, need different
ways of cutting, so when choosing a special blade
training may be required to make full use of it.
If your department is mostly involved in
extrications it may be good to think about a cutter
dedicated for those complex car constructions.
These blades are purposely designed to work
optimally when cutting these constructions find in
new cars. They have a large opening and have a
C or even a W type design to pull the construction
towards the central bold of the cutter.
Something that I find is overlooked when
purchasing a cutter is if it is able to cut without, or
a minimum of impact. Stabilization and the whole
operation it is tried to keep the patient stable,
where some cutters may be able to cut the
construction but create a very big impact which is
not beneficial.
Safety to the passenger and user
Safety to user and passenger are important
aspects and therefore should be kept in mind in
tool design. Indicators like safety factors on body,
hoses can be an indication how well the tool is
manufactured. Usually this related directly to the
price of the tool, depending on the materials used
in the tool. Choice of aluminum and annodization
can greatly determine live span and reliability. A
safety factor of 1.5 to 2 is common.
On hoses there is usually a safety factor of 4, or
even 8 on some of the safer ones. Connectors the
same. Both hoses and connectors are critical
aspects of tool construction and therefore may ask
some evaluation. Originally the tail hoses where
standard, to allow the connectors to be able to
move freely. There are cases where the hoses
come out of the control handle or are connected
to it. When evaluating look at the hoses and see
what construction effects safety of operation. The
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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problem with fixed connections is that it may get
stuck, where it has no room to swivel. A general
aspects is checking the hoses always to see if there
is wear or damage. The covering of hoses may
seem like a good idea, but does not give protection when there is damage to the high pressure
hose.
The question I get a lot is I regard to working
pressure, high versus low pressure. Although there
little differences, both have advantages and disadvantages so will not go into to much detail. In the
most logical aspects, like power and weight there
is no difference, and more to the manufacturer
how they have designed the product. Therefore
again, best is to evaluate the tools yourselves and
see if there differences between manufacturers.

Handling and easy of use
Hydraulic rescue tools have always been hard to
handle, caused due to weight. Although since the
introduction the weight has been reduced dramatically, and hope that will continue it remains a bold
task. It is a fact that the weight influences the
attention of the user. The more control a user has
over his tool the more control he will have over
the whole scenario. In the last years manufacturers
are paying more attention to the influence of
weight understanding that they can be improved.
Work with aspects like balance, control handle
design and importance of grip to make it easier to
work with the tool. Some manufacturers have put
effort on this aspect by researching all factors that
influence weight. When working with the tool you
notice the difference.
Hoses in general influence handling and easy of
use. Make sure you evaluate how hoses are
connected in the way of operation, like if they
stick out and are easy to swivel.
One thing that in my opinion should be standard
is a flat face design connector with automatic locking. A connector that takes sand or other particles,
without intensive cleaning are easy to connect. This
is a major advantages that can save time! Departments are still buying connectors that can not take
dirt, so evaluate this when purchasing.
Evaluation of equipment
Having discussed some of the most important
aspects of tool design at this moment how do you
choose the tool and brand that is right for you?
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Precision
meets
Quickness

The new WEBER HYDRAULIK SINGLE COUPLING
ensures that working with rescue tools and power
units is fast and uncomplicated.

Experience the performance.

For more information on this product and further
innovations please visit our homepage.
www.weber-hydraulik.com
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Jack Kusters is an expert in
extrication and rescue in
general. With over more than
29 years as a fireman he has
worked for several
organisation. He started as a
firemen and did the rescue
job in practice. Several
educations and training later
he was promoted to fire chief
but his love for the
extrication stays. He wrote
several books and articles
and gives lessons all over the
world. Many tool and
equipment that we use now
for extrication is started as a
brainwave from Kusters,
where manufactures have
translated the idea to a
useful product. Begin 90’s he
developed a new system for
extrication for the Dutch
emergency response services.
Among others he was asked
by the Dutch government to
investigate all techniques
used around the world to see
if it would be possible to
improve and come up with a
global approach. This became
known as the “Kusters”
approach.
Email: j.kusters@artesis.nl
Website: www.artesis.nl
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The best recommendation I can make is to see the
performance first hand and invite all the major
manufacturers. Allow them to explain what is
unique about there tool, but don’t be only bias
what they say. Test them on aspect like discussed
above. Especially with aspects like cutting performance you can notice the quality of a product and
differences between manufacturers. Invite the
different manufacturers that you think fit your
profile, and set out a test procedure.
The best advise I can give in the evaluation of
tools is to have clear what tasks need to be
preformed, and the list of criteria you like to test
the tools on.
To help in the choice of rescue equipment I am
currently developing a guide to assist in the evaluation. It will be downloadable from our website,
www.artesis.nl

Training and techniques
There is a common saying shared by many extrication experts, that that even the best tools can be

made to perform badly. During evaluations I sometimes hear somebody say they can break a tool.
That is correct, as with incorrect use any tool will
break down. Training in using the right technique
does not only result in correct performing of a
extrication, but also to take full potential of a tool.
Especially with cars getting stronger, it is
essential to make full use of the capacity. One
basic principle is to make sure when performing a
cut try and place the blade as close to the central
bold as possible. Forces are much high here. If the
car post is to big, first squeeze the post first and
then cut it.
Training is also important to make sure you
stay ahead with new techniques. With new items
in cars like airbags, break lines can effect an
extrication greatly.
Training is vital! Some manufacturers offer
training with the purchase of there tools, or go to
a training school, or hire me.
If there are any questions or remarks I look
IFF
forward to hearing from you.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

To get the facts give us a call at 800.474.4189 or visit www.tntrescue.com.

TNT’s new SL-28/32 spreaders have reduced their weight by up to 18 pounds
so now you have even more control and manageability in critical situations without
sacrificing power and performance. These advanced designs didn’t come along by
accident either. We have experienced fire fighters and rescue workers throughout
our organization who know that at the scene of an accident, less is more.

less weight, full force

10,500/10,500psi
28/32 in.
33,600/29,450 lb.
37.5/38.5 lb.
13.25/13.25 in.
7.0/7.0 in.
30.40/31.90 in.
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max. operating pressure
max. arm opening
max. spread force
deployment weight
width
height
length

More Control
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Fire ﬁghting helmets
and thermal imaging
cameras

Introducing
the brand new

SOL

S2

Our cutting-edge technology brings you the
smallest ﬁre ﬁghting thermal imaging camera

Half the size of the original
SoloVision and the lightest
ﬁreﬁghting TIC in the world
The SOLOvision S2 can be used as a hands-free unit or it can be
hung over the neck like a pair of binoculars using the neck strap. It
is the lightest and smallest thermal imaging camera in the World.
It is suitable for use with all known breathing apparatus and gas
masks. As an all round camera with the capability to monitor for
ﬁre / search and rescue of victims, there is no better camera
for the job.

• 3600AS sensor giving
sharper, cleaner image
perception than
competitors

• Search and rescue

• Spot temperature

• Water proof IP67

• Choice of colour palettes

• Vibration proof

• Picture storage

• Withstand a ﬂashover
of over 1000oC for
10 seconds

please call our Sales for details

• Optional end user
telemetry available
please call OUR Sales for details

• Fire watch / suppression

• Industrial disasters
• Weighs approx 650g

The original
SoloVision (shown here)
is nearly twice
the size.

Our lightest and
smallest, long
wavelength infrared
camera core

• Identify objects through
darkness, fog, smoke
and blinding light

don’t go it alone
go with solo
Agencies worldwide. For full details or to arrange a demonstration with a GB Solo
representative contact - GB Solo Ltd. Tel: +44 (0)1609 881855
• Fax: +44 (0)1609 881103 • email: sales@gbsolo.co.uk • www.gbsolo.co.uk
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High Volume
Pumping, The
Hytrans Pumping
System
By Richard Verhoef

The need for a water transport system without draft problems was developed
over twenty years ago; the High Volume (Submersible Pump) called the
HydroSub, which basically is a hydraulic driven submersible pump which is fed
via 60 meters of hydraulic hose by a diesel driven power pack. This enables the
submersible pump to be hand carried to locations where it is impossible to use
standard suction pumps due to the limited length of the suction lines.

A

lthough developed in cooperation with the
Dutch Home Office, its main task was providing fire fighting water and as such the
system needed to be mobile and had to be
deployed with a minimum of effort, time and
personnel. Quick deployment is usually not a
necessity during floods but comes in handy when
lots of smaller flood planes or cellars will need to
be emptied. The standard system HydroSub 150
will provide 3500 liter per minutes with a pressure
of 10 bar, which means that transporting this
amount of water can be done over more than
2500 meters thru a single 6 in. hose and still have
enough pressure left to fill a tanker vehicle.
However, the same power pack will also be able to
drive a Super High Flow pump which can pump
11,000 liter per minutes with 2,5 bar. The

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

HFS-3000 submersible pumps impeller can easily
be exchanged to increase the output to 8000 lpm
at 2.1 bar. These impellers are generally fitted as
standard as they also put out 3500 lpm at 9.7 bar.
The HydroSub 150 pumps is the most popular unit
Hytrans supplies with their high capacities and
modular design it covers for many eventualities.
The HydroSub 150 is transported on an platform
which can be transported by any hook arm
vehicle. Other options available are a HS-150 on
trailer or loaded directly on a hook arm vehicle.
Derived from the HydroSub 150 Hytrans provides additional pump systems which range from
11,000 lpm @ 12 bar with the HydroSub 450,
22,000 lpm @ 12 bar with the HydroSub 900 and
the AutoBoost pump, a fully automated boost
pump which can increase the pressure of
41
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VEHICLE STABILIZATION
FOR ANY SCENARIO
VEHICLE STABILIZATION KIT (VSK)
22-796850 & 22-796851

HIGHWAY (VSK)
22-796852

INTERSTATE/MOTORWAY (VSK)
22-796855
Pic courtesy of Hytrans

With Paratech VSK you can handle any size vehicle,
anytime,anywhere! This includes sub compact cars,
to buses, cement trucks, and even train locomotives.
Moreover, the same Struts are designed for and
utilized in building and trench collapse scenarios.
Giving you more bang for your buck.
Call today for more information.
815-469-3911 or www.paratech.us
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22,000 lpm with 12 bar. Hose diameters vary from
4 in. to 12 in. The latter is mainly used for industrial
fire fighting brigades. With the pumps, water
transport systems can be accomplished over
thousand of meters, making it possible to get
water to virtually any location not in the direct
vicinity of water. To recover the hose after an
incident, Hytrans has developed the patented
Hose Recovery Unit. The HRU can retrieve all hoses
with a speed of up to 3.5 km/hour.
The latest development is a small power pack
(HydroSub 60) which can power a special ‘flood
pump’ which delivers over 15,000 liter per minute.
This small power pack can be mounted on a small
trailer is on the back of a small truck. The next
development will be to power three flood pumps
with a single HydroSub 150 unit, giving a total
capacity of 45,000 liter per minute! To minimize
personnel needed to operate and maintain the
system, optional remote control can be installed.
By using the GSM network or dedicated VHF
frequencies, a single operator can monitor several
pumping units from a distance. All vital parameters are monitored and alarms can come into a
central command post. By using the GSM
network, for example the operator can check the
fuel level by simply sending a text message via his
mobile phone to a unit and he will receive a text
message back with the requested information.
The system has been acquired by many Fire &
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Rescue Services, Governments and Industrial Fire
Brigades world wide. In total, Hytrans has delivered over 300 Hose Recovery Units, more than
400 HydroSub 150’s as stand alone or complete
water transport systems. Numerous refineries and
industrial fire brigades use big 22,000 lpm systems
delivered by Hytrans. The UK Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister is currently taking delivery of 50
sets under the New Dimension High Volume
Pumping project and on several occasions these
units have already been deployed. For instance,
during floods in Carlisle and the Glastonbury
festival. Further, the pumping systems are used in
Belgium, Germany, Turkey, China, Japan, USA,
Canada, and many more countries to full satisfaction for not only flooding but at grand scale fires
as well: after the Izmir (Turkey) earthquake in
1999, several pumping units were flown in from
Germany to fight the refinery fires caused by the
damage. Water pumped from the sea prevented
the fire from spreading and a complete disaster
was prevented. This is just one of the many
occasions where a system was successfully
deployed for either large fires or flooding.

Flooding
The Dutch have a love-hate relationship with the
water; they love the water but hate for it to flood
there villages. Since most parts of Holland is under
sea level an extensive protection barrier has been
created to keep the Dutch dry. The biggest threat
is seen to be coming from the sea, and rightfully
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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so, bearing in mind the destruction the sea can
bring. However, Holland is also on the receiving
end of many of Europe’s big rivers like the Rhine,
Waal and Maas. These rivers bring water from as
far away as Switzerland to Holland, and when it
rains heavily in the eastern part of Western
Europe, the Dutch will get a lot of water deal with.
It may not come as a surprise that even the Dutch
get wet feet occasionally, and as a result they have
not invented wooden shoes the size of Wellington
boots, but invested time and money in developing
special High Volume Water Transport Systems.
Preventing a flood is always the best option, but
unfortunately there will always be a flood on some
place where it was not expected. Flooding has a
serious impact on both the economy and the environment of every country; it disrupts businesses by
blocked roads, flooded offices, damaged or lost
vehicles, etc. The water is often contaminated and
this presents a real danger to the environment and
the public health. To minimize the impact, reducing or clearing the effects of a flood is of prime
importance and the right material will need to be
selected to help doing this.
The problem when trying to drain a flooded
plain is usually the access to the water; roads
may have been damaged or become unstable,
preventing big stationary pumping systems to be
transported to the location by heavy trucks.
Another problem is that most pumps rely on a
suction lines which connects the water to the
pump. Sucking water has its limits and a maximum draft of 7,5 meters is the result.

Buncefield
During the Buncefield incident, 14 High Volume
Pumping sets (a set consists of one HydroSub 150,
3 Hose Boxes with in total 3000 meter of 6 in.
hose and several adaptor, Y-pieces and gate valves
to complete a water transport system) were
deployed to provide the fire fighters with the
much needed water supply. The on site fixed
installed water system got severely damaged and
44

was rendered useless for fire fighting. The on site
water basins could not be utilized to their full
extend; some were inaccessible due to smoke and
heat, others did not contain enough water to
guarantee a water supply for long periods. A
nearby rain water collecting basin off the M1 did
prove a good location to take the water from, this
was situated some 1.5 mile from the location. At
the collecting basis it took 6 HydroSub 150 units
with to pump 32,000 lpm of water. The pumps
could not be placed closer to the water than 50
meters, so it took the full length of the hydraulic
hose to reach the water. This location could never
have been used by standard suction pump
equipped vehicles.
Each pump was pumping almost 5,500 thru a
twin 6 in. hose line, so in total 12 lines of 6 in.
hose were deployed between the basin and the
incident location. The total length of hose used
was about 30 kilometer! On site, three HydroSub
150 were used as booster pumps to increase the
pressure again to feed the Williams monitor and
tankers.
4 each HydroSubs were also deployed on site to
pump the enormous amounts of waste water as
well! This problem became very clear and future
incident planning on other locations should take
this into account.
ODPM staff did calculate that the supply system
as set up would have taken over 180 standard fire
fighting appliances with at least double the amount
of personnel. Now, only 9 HydroSubs were used.

Flooding UK 2007
During the recent floods in the UK, a total of 38
units were deployed to cope with the water. The
UK newspapers were full of it. Hytrans dispatched
an engineer to assist during the floods. Although
the fire brigades in the UK are extremely well
trained, there is an arrangement in place whereby,
during major incidents, Hytrans will send an
engineer to assist the fire brigades when operating
IFF
the HVP sets.
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The beginning of a new era
The latest Z 8 from ZIEGLER

• Specifically designed for customers who demand tailormade solutions apart
from the serial production
• CAN-BUS control for superstructure and chassis
• Spacious safety cab for maximum comfort of motion for driver and crew (1+3)
• Safe entry and exit even with breathing gear
• Door width 900 mm and incab height of 1.800 mm are big advantages
• Efficient extinguishing unit:
CAN-Bus driven by coloured 10,4 “ TFT displays in the cab and at the pump bay
capacity of water and foam tank up to a total of 14.500 l
pump capacity up to 10.000 l at 10 bar
throw of roof turret 95 m with 6.000 l/min
throw of bumper turret 60 m with 2.200 l/min
dry chemical unit 250 kg
pneumatic light mast 4x1.000 Watt, generator driven by main engine
additional rescue equipment e.g. generator 13 kVA, hydr. rescue unit
and PPV blower etc.
• The Z 8 meets and widely exceeds all international requirements and
recommendations such as ICAO, NFPA or ADV

Albert Ziegler GmbH & Co. KG • MANUFACTURERS
OF FIRE SERVICE VEHICLES, PUMPS AND HOSES

we provide safety

x36Z81.indd 1

P.O. Box 16 80 • 89531 Giengen • Germany
Memminger Str. 28 • 89537 Giengen • Germany
Phone: +49 7322 951 0 • Fax +49 7322 951 464
E-Mail: export@ziegler.de
www.ziegler.de
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New ARFF
Technology:
A Technical Approach To Improving
the Aircraft Rescue & Fire Fighting
Services Response

By Joseph A. Wright
President, ARFF
Technical Services, Inc.

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) services have seen many new
technologies advanced in the last decade designed to improve the effectiveness
of the ARFF response at civil and military airports. In a comprehensive research
program, industry manufacturers assist the fire services in developing specialized
equipment for airport firefighting use.

E

ncouraged by standard writing organizations
such as the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and industry regulators such as
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Canada
Air Transport (CAT), and the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO), new technologies
have been developed and have entered the market
place.
As the pictures show, airport fire fighters can
sometimes respond well before the aircraft is
destroyed. Success in extinguishment is most often
dependent on their training efficiency, what
equipment they have, and how they maximize its
use to rapidly get control of the raging fire.
Re-supply or backup fire fighters are generally not
there early enough to make a difference. New
technology can often help narrow any gaps in first

responding fire fighting.
The following are examples of some of the
more recently developed technologies to enhance
the capabilities of firefighting services:
● Driver’s Enhanced Vision System (DEVS)
● Global Positioning System (GPS)/Differential
Global Positioning System (DGPS)
● Forward Looking Infra Red (F.L.I.R.) thermal
imaging cameras
● Boom-Mounted Cabin Skin Penetration Devices
● High Capacity Bumper Turret Systems
● Dual Agent Application
● High Energy Cold Compressed Air Foam
Systems (HECCAFS)
● Passive
and Computer Controlled Active
Stabilized Strut Suspension
● Specialized Emergency Response Vehicles
47
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DEVS – GPS/F.L.I.R.
Quite often problems encountered by fire rescue
services during actual aircraft accident responses
point to the need for new technology development. Between January 1990 and February 1991,
three major accidents occurred in the United
States involving collisions between aircraft on
active runways. All three of these accidents
occurred at night and involved fatalities. The
responses by ARFF services to two of these accidents were impeded by poor-visibility conditions.
ARFF vehicle operators were forced to drive more
slowly to avoid becoming lost or colliding with
obstacles in the fog. The fog also made locating
the accident sites difficult. Poor visibility and
response problems were the driving catalyst to
develop technologies such as DEVS and F.L.I.R.
cameras.
The problem of a poor-visibility response at
airports for rescue and fire fighting services can be
broken down into three components:
● Locating the accident sites
● Navigating aircraft rescue and Fire Fighting
vehicles to crash sites
● Negotiating terrain and obstacles in low-visibility
conditions
The United States (US) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) calls its airport poor visibility system
the Driver’s Enhanced Vision System (DEVS). DEVS
consists of an integrated system of sensors,
computers, and navigational equipment designed

Pic courtesy of Crash
Rescue Equipment
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to improve the response and operation of ARFF
crews in low-visibility conditions. Recent operational responses have pointed to the need for
airport fire services to have equipment within
rescue vehicle cabs that will permit response under
the limiting operating conditions of fog, rain,
sleet, snow, and smoke due to environmental conditions of absolute zero fog runway visual ranges
(RVR). This need can be met by a Forward Looking
Infra Red (F.L.I.R.) thermal imaging camera. Crash
Rescue Equipment Service, Inc. of Dallas, Texas,
working with the FAA Rescue and Fire Fighting
(RFF) Research and Development Program, has
pioneered the use of F.L.I.R. thermal imaging
cameras. F.L.I.R. BALL™ is one of the most
inexpensive and yet most reliable thermal imaging
cameras on the market today.
Until recently, aircraft rescue and fire services
had no reliable way to locate and navigate to crash
sites at airports under poor visibility conditions. A
F.L.I.R. camera will facilitate faster and safer travel
to emergency situations at night and in adverse
weather conditions. It will also provide a substantial
increase in the ability to locate people, other
aircraft, vehicles, and debris at the emergency site.
Its ability to see through flames, smoke, and fog in

Between January 1990 and
February 1991, three major
accidents occurred in the
United States involving
collisions between aircraft on
active runways. All three of
these accidents occurred at
night and involved fatalities.
daytime and nighttime conditions will give ARFF
vehicles a decisive increase in effectiveness in every
phase of the emergency operations. A F.L.I.R.
thermal imaging camera should be installed in all
aircraft rescue and firefighting vehicles.
The F.L.I.R. technology is most effective when
combined with a Global Positioning System (GPS)
with moving map capability. The preferred DEVS
would include a F.L.I.R. imaging sensor along with
a differential GPS providing accuracy down to
one-half meter. A fully functional system would
also include a central data and command RF (radio
frequency) link. These elements can be integrated
into a single low-cost functional system.

Boom-mounted cabin skin penetration
devices
The analysis of aircraft accidents involving external
fuel fires has shown that, although external fires
are effectively extinguished, secondary fires within
the fuselage are difficult to control with existing
equipment and procedures. In particular, there was
a need to improve post-crash interior fire
survivability by developing better post-crash cabin
interior fire suppression techniques. Large amounts
of smoke-laden, toxic gases and high temperatures in the passenger cabin can cause delays in
evacuation and pose a severe safety hazard to the
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Hot Fire Training
Systems & Centres
Structural · Outdoor & Industrial
Maritime · Mobile & Modular
Aircraft - ARFF · Military
Kidde Fire Trainers is the leading provider of hot fire
training systems and centers and offers the broadest
array of products to meet your fire training needs.
For more information, contact Kidde Fire Trainers
today:

www.kiddeft.com
UK: +44 (0) 1246 242700
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fleeing passengers. The fire fighters put themselves at great personal risk when attacking any
interior fire with hand lines. Historically, there has
been no proven method to get early water
intervention into the cabin interior within a few
minutes of arrival of firefighting crews.
There is a need to improve post-crash interior
fire survivability through better cabin interior fire
suppression techniques. The FAA, along with the
United States Air Force (USAF) and the San
Antonio, Texas, Fire Department have vigorously
tested the Snozzle™. In a unique, full-scale interior
fire suppression demonstration at the San Antonio
International Airport, an elevated boom, with a
cabin piercing device, Snozzle™ system showed
the dramatic effectiveness of the cabin skin penetration and fire suppression capability. Some of the
significant findings of this testing are as follows:
● The “class A” interior fed fire growth was
successfully controlled by the Boom-Mounted
Cabin Skin Penetration System with the injection of water only at the rate of 375 gallons per
minute (gpm).
● Fire fighters were not required to provide
additional hand line intervention from the front
entrance of the aircraft; thus, the fire fighters
were not put at risk when entering the burning
aircraft.

Large amounts of smoke-laden,
toxic gases and high
temperatures in the passenger
cabin can cause delays in
evacuation and pose a
severe safety hazard to the
fleeing passengers.
●

• clothing to international
performance standards

Bristol
Uniforms
Limited
Wathen Street,
Staple Hill,
Bristol BS16 5LL

telephone:
0117 956 3101

• comprehensive range of
accessories, helmets,
boots, gloves and tools
• Bristol Care - flexible
solutions for garment
care & maintenance
• SEE OUR NEW WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS OF ALL
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

www.bristoluniforms.com
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Interior temperature reductions caused by the
spray of fine mist water provided a safe
condition for the fire fighters to later enter the
aircraft, if necessary.
● Firefighting services can use elevated boom
devices with their high reach and low ground
attack agent distribution to gain quicker control
of post-crash external pool fires.
● Early intervention of water spray can provide a
meaningful improvement in cabin post-crash
interior fire survivability.
The ability to apply agent low to the ground
reduces extinguishing time and, with the added
cabin skin piercing device, water can be rapidly
injected into the cabin of the aircraft if needed
and has been proven in tests as well as operational
responses.
At present, more than 400 civil airports
worldwide now have elevated devices in their
equipment arsenals. The 652 extended reach
boom was developed to provide second level
passenger seating protection for the Airbus A380
double-decked aircraft

High-capacity bumper turret systems
FAA/USAF large-pool firefighting research has
shown that low ground application of extinguishing agents produces better results than the
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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raindrop method that was used for many years in
Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) applications. A
more direct method for application than the
traditional roof mounted turret is the high capacity
extendable bumper turret. In Research and
Development (R&D) testing, it resulted in a 50%
reduction in agent application. The agent is

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

applied from a low ground position with a highcapacity bumper turret. This location eliminates
agent loss or waste from high-capacity roof turret
application methods.
In addition to removing the window over-spray
problem, there is a significant improvement in fire
knockdown and control applications when the
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agent is precisely supplied using low, parallel-tothe-ground application sweeps.

Dual-agent application
A new method has been developed to provide
primary agent and secondary dry chemical applications simultaneously. Developed out of the oil
well fire crises in the Middle East, the new nozzle
system entrains the dry chemical powder into
the master stream delivery system. This has
resulted in better performance in combating
three-dimensional running fuel fires. Measured
results have shown the ability to deliver dry
chemical precisely at distances of as much as 200
feet in USAF/FAA joint tests. Hydro-Chem™ is a
considerable improvement over other dual-agent
application nozzles.

nozzle design is physically limited
to producing an expansion ratio of
3.5 to 1, up to about 5.0 to 1.
Large air-aspirated tubes can
increase the expansion ratio somewhat but sacrifice throw distance.
With CAFS, the foam is created
before it exits the nozzle. Air,
under pressure, is injected into the
water/foam stream well before it
exits the nozzle. Either by injector
design or by in-line mixers installed
in the piping system, the
water/foam and air is expanded to
10:1 or more. The air pressure
adds energy to the exiting foam
stream giving excellent throw distance.
Why do you want a higher expansion ratio?
Water/foam as a liquid has limited ability to absorb
heat. A water/foam droplet has a fixed size and as
the surface area is exposed to heat, it vaporizes
which in turn absorbs the heat and cools the fuel
below ignition temperature. A single water droplet
can make 3 to 5 bubbles in a conventional foam
nozzle – thus 3 to 5 times the surface area is available to absorb heat. CAFS can produce 10 to 12
bubbles from one drop of water multiplying the
surface area and the ability to absorb heat. A side
benefit is that now there are many more bubbles
on the fuel surface that continue to absorb heat
and seal vapors. The more bubbles, the longer the
drain time (time for bubbles to break down to a
liquid) and the longer the foam blanket can work
for you.

A water/foam droplet has a fixed size and as the
surface area is exposed to heat, it vaporizes which
in turn absorbs the heat and cools the fuel below
ignition temperature. A single water droplet can
make 3 to 5 bubbles in a conventional foam
nozzle – thus 3 to 5 times the surface area is
available to absorb heat.
HECCAFS
High Energy Cold Compressed Air Foam
(HECCAF), and Compressed Air Foam Systems
(CAFS) allow agent to be delivered at longer
distances than wild fire systems. They also allow
the encapsulation of high visibility PKP dry
chemicals into the master stream so that it can be
delivered and coat vehicles and equipment that it
is sprayed on. The below pictures illustrate the
latest technologies being used, and just how far
the HECCAF and CAFS technology has come in
the last decade. These systems are specifically
designed for airport firefighting use, but have
many other applications.
How is CAFS foam different from conventionally
produced foam? Today’s foam nozzles create foam
expansion by mechanically mixing air with the
water/foam solution as it leaves the nozzle. The
52

Stabilized strut suspension
Stabilized strut suspension by Davis Technology of
Dallas, Texas is a dramatic improvement. It is no
longer acceptable to consider the ARFF response
as a straight-line race for acceleration and stopping. The stabilized suspension shock strut system
is a passive system, and has balanced hydraulic
and high-pressure air inputs. These high-pressure
air inputs are controlled by a series of internal
valves. Wheel deflection and control are delicately
balanced to provide a precise handling package.
As the vehicle traverses around a turn the shifting
center of gravity is resisted by the high pressure
internal fluids and provides precise correction to
maintain a safe, level ride. Coupled with a
computer and lateral “G” force sensors the system
becomes an active system and actually leans the
vehicle into the turn for safer handling at high and
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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T H E N E W ‘ 2 - I N -1’ C R O M W E L L H E L M E T
ADAPTABLE PROTECTION FOR EVERY EMERGENCY
●

Unique 2-in-1 helmet system meets all
your operational needs – FR2 Level 2
Building Entry Fire Fighting and
ER1 (Level 1 Emergency & Rescue)

●

Outer FR2 fire fighters helmet and
face shield fits easily over ER1
helmet in seconds

●

ER1 helmet fitted with internal
goggle suitable for paramedics, civil
defence and medical personnel
●

Helmets easily adapt to
different head shapes and
sizes and comply fully with
European standards

Helmet Integrated Systems Ltd.
Commerce Road, Stranraer,
DG9 7DX, Scotland
Tel: +44 (0) 1776 704421
Fax: +44 (0) 1776 706342
E-mail: sales@helmets.co.uk
Web: www.helmets.co.uk

HELMET
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

www.helmetsystems.com

F R 2 - E R1
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NEW ARFF TECHNOLOGY
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Rescue Equipment

low speed. Although it may look like a plain shock
absorber it’s what is inside that makes a dynamic
difference. This system is low cost and can be
added to most major rescue vehicles for improved
stability.

Joseph Wright was the
Principal Airport Fire Safety
Specialist and ARFF Program
Research Manger for the FAA
for 33 years. After retiring in
1999, he formed ARFF
Technical Services, Inc.
Phone/Fax 352873-3361 or
ARFF TEC SRV INC@aol.com
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Specialized emergency response
vehicles
Airport emergency responders may encounter
numerous dangerous and hazardous situations.
Specialized emergency response vehicles and
trailers have been developed to meet the needs of
the ever-changing world of airport fire and other
emergency rescue. Fire Wagon™, a division of
Crash Rescue Equipment Services, Inc., offers a full
line of emergency services trailers:
● Foam supply
● Hazardous materials
● Trench rescue
● Triage activities
● Hose supply
● Command and Control
● Structural Fire Fighting
● Technical Rescue
● Decontamination
● Wildland Fire Fighting
● Other Specialty Rescue Vehicles
Crash Rescue Equipment Services are the
leading organization worldwide in providing new
technology to military and civil aviation fire
protection. Technologies which can improve
adverse weather response, provide interior fire
suppression, provide high performance and
synamic stability to heavy rescue vehicles, have all
been developed by Crash Rescue.

In addition to research and development programs with the FAA and the USAF, Crash Rescue
has its own in-house testing and Research and
Development Program in Dallas, Texas. Some of
the new technologies provided by Crash Rescue
that will enhance efficiency and improve the
firefighting capabilities of ARFF services at airports
around the world are improvements to Forward
Looking Infra Red (F.L.I.R.) high reach extendable
IFF
turrets and agent delivery systems.

Goal: Dynamic balsion Installation installed on
an older solid axle ance is needed when
traversing a vehicle suspension 30.5 M Radius
turn
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TRELLCHEM VPS:
PERSONAL PROTECTION
EXCELLENCE
Trellchem® VPS suits combine protection from
a wide range of dangerous working situations
and uncompromising quality. This makes each
suit a very cost-effective, long-lasting personal
protection solution.
Designed and skilfully handmade by expert
craftsmen, each Trellchem® VPS suit takes
advantage of proprietary multilayer laminate
technology that provides excellent chemical
barrier properties.
Personal protective suits are a significant component in often risk-filled activities. Trellchem
VPS suits are therefore built to be extremely
durable and strong while still maintaining necessary and reliable levels of functionality.
Ask for Trellchem® VPS – Wide-ranging, costeffective personal protective suits.
www.trellchem.com

Certificates & Approvals Trellchem® VPS
European standard for hazmat/emergency teams EN 943-2.
NFPA 1991 incl. chem/bio warfare testing. A Trellchem ® VPS suit
fulfils all demands as a “single skin” suit and does not require any
additional cover to meet flame and abrasion requirements.
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Trellchem HPS-T &
VPS-VP1 ‘single skin –
one layer’ reusable suits
by Trelleborg

Do Type Approval
Certificates Give
The Entire Answer?
A reflection on chemical protective
suits from the standards point of view
By John F. Eklund

Chemical protective suits (CPS) are available in many different designs and
materials. The decision of what CPS to use must be based on type of application
and desired protection factor for the actual user.

Senior Sales and
Product Manager,
Trelleborg Protective
Products AB

T
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here are CPS standards that establish minimum
requirements as guideline for decision makers
and first responders when evaluating/selecting
CPS. These standards are good tools provided that
their rather complex content is understood correctly.
The most recognised standards for CPS of ‘Level
A’ (i.e. totally encapsulated) type suits are the
American NFPA 1991 and the European EN 943.
The former must be considered as the superior (i.e.
most stringent) of the two, as shown in the
summary comparison table.
Besides the fact that the chemical permeation
resistance test criteria and test duration stipulated
in the American standard is more stringent
compared to the European equivalent, NFPA 1991
requires abrasion of test samples prior to the
chemical permeation resistance test. This requirement is regardless of the CPS being of a ‘single
skin/one layer reusable’ or a ‘disposable/limited

use’ type. The EN 943 standard does not dictate
any abrasion prior to the chemical resistance test.
The fact that chemical permeation tests in
accordance with NFPA 1991 are made on abraded
material is of great importance and advantage for
the users since these results reflect the reality
much better than corresponding tests made
according to EN 943.
A chemical protective suit does not only
represent a chemical barrier protective piece of
equipment but also a working garment which will
be exposed not only to contact with aggressive
chemicals but to general wear and tear when
operated.
Chemical resistance information based on test
results made to the American standard NFPA 1991
offers greater confidence for the user since the
preconditioning involves severe abrasion, reflecting
wear and tear, which chemical protective suits are
57
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STANDARDS ON GASTIGHT CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

John F. Eklund (b. 1951) is
Senior Sales and Product
Manager of the Trelleborg
Protective Products AB, a
company within the Swedish
international industrial group
Trelleborg AB. John is a
highly qualified engineer with
more than 23 years of
experience in managing the
development, engineering,
production, marketing and
sales of advanced chemical
protective clothing (CPC) and
other personal protective
equipment (PPE).
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USA

Europe

STANDARD:
NFPA 1991

STANDARD:
EN943-1 and EN943-2

TEST CHEMICALS:
21 specified chemicals (15 liquids and 6 gases)

TEST CHEMICALS:
EN943-1: ≥ 2 none specified chemicals
EN943-2: 15 specified chemicals (12 liquids and 3 gases)

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE TEST METHOD:
Permeation resistance test method; ASTM F739

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE TEST METHOD:
Permeation resistance test method;
EN374-3 or EN ISO 6529

DETECTION LIMIT OF PERMEATION TEST:
0,1 µg/cm2/min

DETECTION LIMIT OF PERMEATION TEST:
1,0 µg/cm2/min

PRECONDITIONING OF PRIMARY SUIT MATERIALS
PRIOR TO PERMEATION TEST:
Flexing and (!) abrasion

PRECONDITIONING OF PRIMARY SUIT MATERIALS
PRIOR TO PERMEATION TEST:
None

DURATION OF PERMEATION TEST:
≥ 60 min

DURATION OF PERMEATION TEST:
EN943-1: 10 min
EN943-2: 30 min (or if failure to pass include warning in
users manual)

TEST TEMPERATURE OF CHEMICAL PERMEATION
RESISTANCE TEST:
+27˚C (+81˚F)

TEST TEMPERATURE OF CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
PERMEATION TEST:
+23˚C (+73˚F) or 20˚C (+68˚F)

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE TEST OF ZIPPER/CLOSURE:
Tested for penetration resistance for 60 min after 50
opening/closing cycles.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE TEST OF ZIPPER/CLOSURE:
Tested for permeation resistance for 5 min (no
preconditioning i.e. opening/closing required). This test
applies to EN943-2 only!

WARFARE AGENT RESISTANCE TEST:
“Chembio” testing with five agents (permeation test
method CRDC-SP-84010); min. test duration: 60 min.,
test temperature: +32˚C (+90˚F) except for CK
permeation test method ASTM F739)

WARFARE AGENT RESISTANCE TEST:
No test stipulated.

exposed to during operations and training.
Do type approval certificates give the entire
answer?
The answer to this question could, in fact, be
”yes and no” depending how deep we are
prepared to dig into the rather complex content of
the standard documents and to understand the
limitation of the available options of CPS.
The market offers in principle two different
approaches/solutions to meet the requirements
outlined in the stringent American NFPA 1991
standard:
Option one includes suits made of delicate and
fragile plastic laminate based materials which are
often referred to as disposable or limited use or
‘Suit-in-Suit’ ensembles.
These plastic laminate based suits require a
second outer aluminised protective over cover to
be certified according to the American NFPA 1991
standard. The second outer aluminised protective
suit not only provides flame retardant resistance
properties but (more importantly and unfortunately
often not known) also protection from abrasion
and other physical wear and tear hazards, which
these delicate and fragile multi layer thin foil
laminate based materials cannot stand. Consequently, this aluminised over cover (second suit)
is mandatory to meet the abrasion as well as the
flame retardant requirements in the NFPA standard
and to be certified to the NFPA1991.
Outside the North American market this over
cover (i.e. second suit) is often “forgotten” by the
distributors due to price and in some cases also
due to ignorance. Often, the inner barrier
“plastic” suit is sold without any over cover but
reference is made to type approval certificates, test
protocols, resistance tables etc. which are valid for

the complete (Suit-in-Suit) ensemble only. A fact,
which could jeopardise the safety of the wearer.
Furthermore, these limited use type of “plastic”
suits are made of delicate and fragile plastic laminate based materials, which do not incorporate
any strong base fabric but a non-woven “tissue”
only offering very poor mechanical strength
properties compared to the durable and reusable
‘single skin – one layer’ type of CPS which
incorporate strong, safe and flexible true fabric.
The second option is the durable, robust and
reusable ‘single skin – one layer’ type of CPS.
These exclusive reusable ‘single skin – one layer’
suits meet or surpass all requirements of the NFPA
1991 standard, including the stringent abrasion
and flame-retardant tests without any need of an
aluminised over cover i.e. second suit. These
reusable suits are made of garment materials of
advanced polymeric multi layer laminates incorporating a barrier laminate and a strong, safe and
flexible true base textile.
Lists of all available CPS products certified to
the EN 943 by the various European notified
bodies are unfortunately not available, which
poses a major problem/challenge for decision
makers and first responders when evaluating available certified options. Such lists of CPS products
certified to NFPA 1991 exist in America and are
published on the Internet. However the lists do
not group or differentiate disposable or limited use
(Suit-in-Suit) ensembles from reusable ‘single skin
– one layer’ type of CPS.
Your decision and selection of CPS will not be
about a piece of clothing. It will be about a life
support system – your last link in your chain of
protective equipment. And someone’s life could
IFF
depend on it.
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Every Picture

Tells A Story.

PBI Fabrics Engineered For The Work You Do.
When it comes to firefighting, reliable protection that stands tough against heat and flame, and remains service worthy, is what
you picture. And, for more than 25 years, in more cities, and in more departments, PBI Gold®, PBI Matrix® and PBI TriGuard™ fabrics
have been doing just that…providing unmatched protection and performance to
more firefighters than any other high performance fabric. From turnout gear and
hoods to inventive USAR gear, these exclusive fabrics take personal protection
to the highest level, combining unmatched flame and thermal protection with
unsurpassed strength and durability. PBI fabrics…picture perfect performance.

9800 Southern Pine Blvd Suite D // Charlotte, NC 28273 USA// T 704-554-3378 // F 704-554-3101
www.pbigold.com // E-mail: walt.lehmann@pbiproducts.com
Galgenbergstrasse 2b / Im Posthof D -93053 Regensburg, Germany
T +49 (0) 941 70 54 370 // F +49 (0) 941 70 54 110 // E-mail: Helmut.Zepf@pbiproducts.com
© 2007. PBI Gold, PBI Matrix, and Matrix are registered trademarks and PBI TriGuard™ is a trademark of PBI Performance Products, Inc.

PBI at A+A 2007 from Sep 18-21 in Düsseldorf in Hall 3 Stand D74
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Draeger w/p

Over 100 years of experience in providing
personal protection equipment. Dräger Safety
calls it “Pioneering Solutions”. I call it confidence.

Dräger PSS 7000

www.draeger.com

During operations you are never in doubt about your own abilities, well rest
assured, you can count on our experience too. The Dräger PSS 7000
incorporates a patented swivelling backplate and height adjustment to fit
your individual requirements. In combination with the new Dräger FPS
7000 full face mask, the system provides you with a wide, almost natural
field of vision and optional integrated Head-up display.
The system features the following key advantages:
•Ergonomic design •Easy to use •Fully integrated accessories
•Multiple sizes •Easy to care for and maintain
The Dräger FPS 7000 full face mask and the Dräger PSS 7000
compressed air breathing apparatus: Undisputable evidence that safety is
more than just breathing protection.

PIONEERING SOLUTIONS>>
Detection
PIONEERING SOLUTIONS>>
Personal Protection
Systems Technology
Diving Equipment
Services
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Taking a Modular
Approach to SCBA

By Gerd Pearson

With more “whistles and bells” than ever before, modern day self-contained
breathing apparatus (SCBA) is no longer a device that “simply” allows someone
to breathe. Instead, it now plays an integral role in the safety of firefighters by
offering better protection than ever before and transmitting vital data to their
colleagues about real-time operational conditions as well as their own individual
status. However, not every situation requires the same breathing apparatus
functionality and how can something so technically advanced be designed to
suit the needs of every application? The answer lies in one word, “modularity”.

I

n fact, the overall safety of professional firefighters
has taken on a whole new meaning with the
development of innovative modular systems that
can be quickly and easily adapted to suit a particular
“shout”. Placing the emphasis on usability, performance and comfort, these new systems can be
linked together to meet the exact needs of today’s
firefighters – as well as their needs for tomorrow.
For the first time harnesses, face masks, helmets,
communications and telemetry can be selected to
offer the utmost protection against specific hazards
and/or exceptional circumstances. In addition, the
effortless assembly and disassembly of each of the
major components means that not only can the BA
be configured rapidly, but easy care and maintenance will guarantee quick turnaround times in
the workshop and, as a result, ensure that the
breathing apparatus is always ready for use.

The start of a revolution
Back in 1990, in anticipation of the new PPE Directive, EN137, Draeger Safety seized the opportunity to
develop a new type of CABA. With the standard as a
guide, the company made the decision not to simply
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

amend existing sets but, instead, undertook extensive
research to find out exactly what firefighters needed.
As a result, Draeger has been able to revolutionise
the design and effectiveness of BA way beyond the
basic requirements and lead the way, technologically,
well into the future.
For instance, the burden of weight on the back is
something that every firefighter has to contend
with. Following studies with the Rotterdam Fire
Brigade to determine the most effective method of
weight distribution and body mounting of BA sets,
Draeger found that it was able to significantly
reduce the likelihood of back injuries by minimising
the stress on the body. In Addition, following careful
consideration of a study of anthropometrics,
Draeger also added a height adjustment feature to
the backplate.
Recognising that BA is worn in dynamic
applications where firefighters are required to move,
bend and stretch, a sliding/pivoting waistbelt was
introduced to ensure free movement and allow for
up to 80mm of spinal stretch. Knowing that, before
anything else is taken into consideration, the
average firefighter is required to carry 3 kilos of
61
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where the ECO knows the time of firefighter entry
but can only estimate the time out, the PSS Merlin
provides ECOs with a continuously updated supply
of vital information. Enabling them to react immediately in an emergency, this also assists with the
planning of relief teams.
Meeting the requirements of TB1/97 and
JCDD40, the PSS Merlin control board is based on
the standard UK control board with additional
electronic displays. Fully automatic and able to support rapid deployment procedures, it provides one
continuous display channel for each firefighter
simultaneously, with full manual back up if required.
In addition to the time that the firefighter is due out
(based on time remaining), up to six parameters can
be seen by pressing the information button – the
brigade can choose which parameters and the order
in which they are shown. Data logging is also
possible for post-incident analysis.
An added bonus is that the radio acts as a
complete slave to the Bodyguard which means that
the firefighter can forget about it – there is no need
to tune to the right channel or to press transmit or
receive buttons. Repeaters can be used in circumstances where signal transmission may be impaired
such as in underground tunnels..
compressed air, Draeger also took the opportunity
to reduce cylinder weight. Lighter than traditional
versions, carbon composite cylinders were developed and are now available in a number of different
formats and configurations to suit different requirements. (In fact Draeger is still the only breathing
apparatus manufacturer to make its own carbon
composite cylinders.)
By the late 1990’s, and still listening to its
customers, Draeger launched the next phase of fully
integrated CABA: electronic monitoring. This saw
the introduction of the DraegerMan Bodyguard
and, five years later in April 2002, the DraegerMan
Bodyguard II.
Easy to use with simple push-button controls to
provide fast access to essential information, Bodyguard offers a host of previously separate warning
and monitoring devices within a single instrument.
For example, amongst other things, this
advanced data storage unit can indicate how much
air is left within the cylinder and, by calculating the
current rate of consumption, will advise the
firefighter how much time he or she has left. In
addition, it can provide a temperature reading and
act as a distress alarm if a firefighter becomes
trapped. If a firefighter is unconscious and cannot
move, it will, after a pre-determined time, sound an
automatic alarm which is both visible and audible.
The availability of electronic monitoring also
brought about the dawn of telemetry. Developed by
Draeger and launched as the first system of its kind,
the PSS Merlin takes the guesswork out of entry
control and accountability procedures and brings
a new level of monitoring and protection to
firefighting applications.
Fast and accurate, it incorporates an entry control
board, the DraegerMan Bodyguard and a portable
radio unit attached to the firefighter’s BA set. Using
radio technology to continuously transmit and
receive data from up to 12 individual firefighters
simultaneously, this self-contained, state-of-the-art
electronic system is able to remotely monitor their
exact status and safety from outside the incident.
Put simply, the Entry Control Officer (ECO) sees
exactly what the firefighter sees in terms of
Bodyguard information.
Unlike traditional manual or semi-manual systems
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The latest developments
Forming part of a revolutionary, complete system
solution from Draeger Safety, the innovative
Draeger PSS 7000 Breathing Apparatus (BA) has
been developed by professionals for use in even the
most hostile of environments. Modular in design, it
can be easily and quickly configured to suit different
operational requirements and provides seamless
integration with facemasks, head protection and
communications equipment.
Easily upgraded to meet future needs, the
Draeger PSS 7000 is the latest development in
Draeger’s ongoing commitment to the provision of
world class breathing apparatus and incorporates
tried and tested pneumatics as well as the most
advanced materials. Bringing greater confidence to
users by combining the very best ergonomics with
reliability, durability and safety, it also offers easy
care and maintenance. In addition, the Draeger PSS
7000 combines a wide range of features to maximise comfort and minimise both stress and fatigue,
and is ideal for use with personal monitoring and/or
telemetry systems.
The new harness, for example, features advanced
compression moulded comfortable padding that
combines high temperature performance with
exceptional wear resistance. A high grip, anti-slip
surface ensures that the harness stays in position
and the set remains secure on the body, whilst a
quick release mechanism on both the waistbelt and
shoulder harness allows quick and easy detachment
for easy cleaning and maintenance.
Adjustable and robust, the new heavy duty stainless steel strap buckles ensure long life and easy
operation when donning and doffing, and the
shoulder pads and waistbelt both feature a new
quick release mechanism for easy maintenance. As
an added benefit, the new hose sleeves on the
shoulder harness are covered with reflective
material to increase visibility and, at the same time,
provide additional hose protection and minimise the
risk of snagging.
Featuring 3-point height adjustment, the lightweight, high strength carbon composite back plate
incorporates further integral hose channels to
eliminate snagging and offer improved protection.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Large carrying handles have also been integrated for
better handling and safety, and a new slide and
swivel waistbelt mechanism ensures correct
positioning on the body during donning. The first
stage pressure reducer has also been fitted with a
quick release mechanism for easy maintenance.
Also designed with the needs of firefighters in
mind and fully compatible with the Draeger PSS
7000 BA as well as the Draeger HPS 6200 Helmet,
the new Draeger FPS 7000 Full Face Mask forms
part of the same revolutionary, complete system
solution from Draeger Safety. Developed as a result
of user consultation and representing a new
standard in terms of safety and wearer comfort, it
combines the very latest ergonomic design with a
large field of vision and a secure fit that feels both
comfortable and natural to wear. Offering more
flexibility than ever before, with a wide range of
modular, integral accessories, this robust, easily
maintained mask is also available in a variety of
sizes.
Available with either a hypoallergenic Silicone or
EPDM mask body for optimum comfort, the mask
features a distortion-free polycarbonate visor and
offers an exceptionally wide field of vision. An
innovative design optimises the air circulation within
the mask to eliminate misting and, in addition, a
number of different coatings are also available to
meet every eventuality.
Providing an outstanding fit to both the head
and face, the ergonomic, double seal of the mask
body ensures a secure, comfortable fit for all face
shapes and contours. The uncomplicated 5-point
head harness also allows the mask to be donned
and removed both quickly and easily. In addition,
and for those who prefer to use mask-helmet
combinations, the new patented 2-point Draeger
Q-fix connection, complete with safety button to
prevent unintentional release, ensures that the
Draeger FPS 7000 can be quickly connected to
the Draeger HPS6200 helmet.
Obviously, effective communication is vital to any
firefighter. For this reason, the mask can also be
supplied with the new, integral Draeger FPS-COM
communication system. This state-of-the-art,
modular system can be easily adapted to suit specific
needs, whether for radio communication or voice
amplification.

INDUSTRIAL
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Maintenance is also quick and easy. In fact, the
clever design of these special accessories and the
simple maintenance of each of the mask parts ensure
that the Draeger FPS 7000 is economical and easy to
service as well as being flexible and versatile in use.
Draeger Safety manufactures a wide range of
respiratory protective equipment as well as personal
escape sets, chemical protection suits and both
portable and fixed gas detection systems that are
ideal for firefighters. Designed to absorb excess body
heat and bring improved comfort to the wearer, the
Draeger CVP 5220 Cooling Vest a typical example.
Ideal for firefighters and those working in high
temperature surroundings, it is also particularly
suitable for use under gas-tight chemical protective
suits as well as in industrial, shipping, mining and
blast furnace applications. Unlike alternative cooling
methods that require pre-freezing, the Draeger
Cooling Vest incorporates a special Phase Change
Material (PCM) throughout the garment. Able to
reduce the wearers’ temperature by around 4°C, it
can, depending on the level of physical work and
the ambient temperature, provide a cooling benefit
IFF
for up to 3 hours.

Further information is
available from:
Gary Turnbull
Draeger Safety UK Limited,
Ullswater Close, Blyth
Riverside Business Park,
Blyth, Northumberland
NE24 4RG
Tel: 01670 352891
Fax: 01670 356266

High Pressure Solutions made by L&W!
Our breathing air compressors offer you the highest standards in
quality, reliability, robustness and ease of maintenance. The high value
return for your investment combined with low costs of ownership
backed up by a world wide network of service centers allow you to
concentrate on fulﬁlling your mission goals while our equipment is
ﬁlling your SCBA cylinders.
Â Compressors
Â BA ﬁltration and monitoring
Â Storage
Â Filling panels

www.lw-compressors.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Lenhardt & Wagner GmbH
Bensheimer Strasse 100
64653 Lorsch / Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 62 51 / 10 74-0
Fax: +49 (0) 62 51 / 10 74-14
eMail: info@lw-compressors.com
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Universal Gold
The Preferred Choice for Fire Professionals Worldwide
1% x 3% AR-AFFF Firefighting Foam Concentrate
• The first and original 1% x 3% AR-AFFF listed since 1991.
• Meets requirements needed by Industrial, Municipal, and Marine Fire Services.
• Proven effective on many large and difficult tank fires.
• Excellent vapor suppression for many hazmat applications.
• Environmentally responsible formulation with no hazardous or
federally reportable substances.
• Extensive listings and approvals, unmatched by any other
foam concentrate.
• UL Listed
• FM Approved
• USCG Approved
• Last Fire Level One Pass

A UTC Fire & Security Company

National Foam
Tel (610) 363 1400
Fax (610) 524 9073
www.kidde-fire.com
RED ALERT ® Emergency Hotline
(1) 610 363 1400
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Foam performance
and Performance
Foam
Edited by
Brent Gaspard
Williams Fire & Hazard
Control
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Foam chemistry today is directed by very distinct goals. Foam products are
manufactured for to be effective in their application on various fire types and
product chemistry, for environmental protections, and with application specific
factors in mind. Some very distinct business factors also affect foam design.
These include the production costs, marketability, and budgetary constraints of
potential client groups.

A

ll firefighters should also be aware of the
impact that laboratory testing has on foam
manufacturing. Does testing produce better
and better foam products? Do standardized testing criteria challenge foam chemistry – pushing
foam products to excel?
Most laboratory testing criteria focus on
minimum standards. Some laboratory tests will
drive product consistency regarding structural
characteristics such as appearance, refractive
index, density or specific gravity, pH and viscosity.
“By measuring the physical characteristics, we can
determine if the product has changed from when
it was first manufactured,” says Joan Leedy/

Laboratory Manager for the independent testing
laboratory DYNE Technologies. A common problem with foam concentrate is inadvertent dilution
with water. Water dilution is often the reason why
the refractive index, density or viscosity is below
the manufacturers original specification.
“Another type of testing conducted by Dyne
Technologies determines the performance characteristic of the foam concentrate. The performance
is determined by mixing the concentrate at its
nominal concentration and measuring such things
as the expansion of the foam when dispersed
through a nozzle, or the time for 25% of the foam
to drain back to solution,” says Leedy.
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“The difference in foam construction is based
on the performance level to which the products
were developed. Some foam companies do not
formulate their products to put out fires. Rather,
they formulate them to pass certain fire performance tests or criteria.” Mitch Hubert, Chief
Chemist with ANSUL.
Industrial foams – specifically AR-AFFF class
foams – brought to market are tested by standard
UL 162. UL 162 protocols use a controlled
extinguishment environment using Heptane – a
low vapor pressure fuel that is pure in chemical
structure without additives such as those associated
with gasoline mixtures, and other more complex
hydrocarbon flammable liquids.
It is important to note that the UL 162 is a PASS
or FAIL test – results of UL 162 bear no indication
of foam performance and efficiency.
Regardless of performance or potency, a foam
that extinguishes the test fire in 1 minute is viewed
equally as a foam that extinguishes the fire in 2 or
3 minutes because they are all stamped as a
passing grade foam.
From the perspective of the firefighter on the
ground – as well as the corporate procurement
office – key practical components of firefighting
are extinguishment time and foam efficiency.
These factors affect fire brigade strength and
safety, potential exposure to other structures
and personnel, environmental impact, and foam
stores and logistics.
An important auxiliary test that sheds light on
foam performance and efficiency is the API
Chevron test. This test adheres to all UL 162
protocol, while also tracking many aspects of foam
performance and efficiency. In addition, various
other fuels are tested along with Heptane, such as
high-octane gasoline, and high-octane gasoline

Many AFFF foam products
designed for industrial fire
related emergencies involving
hydrocarbons and alcohol
based products – and given a
PASSING grade by the UL 162 –
fail to extinguish fires
during testing!
blends, as well as Isopropanol to test foam performance when applied other common fuels present
in a refinery and/or storage environment.
These API tests reveal an interesting observation. Many AFFF foam products designed for
industrial fire related emergencies involving
hydrocarbons and alcohol based products – and
given a PASSING grade by the UL 162 – fail to
extinguish fires during testing! Many other products perform very closely as they are tracked for
control and extinguishment times and burnback
performance during testing.
There is one exception, however . . .
ThunderStorm® ATC AR-AFFF. ThunderStorm is
blended as a potent performance based foam
designed with gasoline and blends in mind.
66
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ThunderStorm 1x3 performance stands out when
tracked in the API test, performing 100% better
than the nearest competitor – extinguishing
gasoline fires in half the time, and performing
three times better when tested on blended fuels!
Recent tests concerning the impact of Ethanol
proliferation into our economies, and its presence
in the public transportation environment, have
shed further light on the strength of AR-AFFF
foam such as ThunderStorm. When compared to
various other foam types for effectiveness in the
extinguishment of Ethanol, AR-AFFF is the only
foam type that repeatedly will extinguish this polar
solvent when applied properly.

With fixed systems, apparatus,
and even handline applications
there are options available in

INDUSTRIAL

characteristics of the fuel. With fixed systems,
apparatus, and even handline applications there
are options available in applying the foam in a
means conducive to successful extinguishment.
One method when using nozzle applications as in
personnel on the ground with handlines is to bank
the foam against any structure adjacent to the fire
to agitate the foam, break its velocity, and cascade
the foam down onto the surface of the fuel for a
gentle application.
When 3M withdrew from AFFF foam manufacturing Williams Fire & Hazard Control challenged
the foam industry to build a superior AFFF foam
that would be effective on both hydrocarbons and
alcohols with proportioning requirements of 1%
for hydrocarbons applications. The protocol
developed for this evaluation process utilized the
3M foam concentrates as the benchmark.
Products were tested on high-octane gasoline and
had to meet or exceed the 3M Light Water ATC

applying the foam in a means
conducive to successful
extinguishment.
The Ethanol Emergency Response Coalition
(EERC) sponsored testing under the guidance and
participation of the International Association of
Fire Chiefs (IAFC), and the Independent Liquid
Terminals Association (ILTA) with the intent to find
out what foam agents would work most effectively
on incidents involving ethanol fires in bulk storage,
and in transportation scenarios. The testing was
conducted over a two-week period, starting in
February 2007, at ANSUL’s Fire Technology Center,
in Marinette, Wis. Using the Underwriters
Laboratory 162 (UL162) Standard for Safety this
test was performed as a blind test with the foam
concentrates being put into sterile containers
labeled A,B,C,D,E,F Foam Equipment and Liquid
Concentrates. Forty-three individual tests were
conducted on denatured ethanol (or E95), and
E10 (gasohol) using Type II, Type III, and sprinkler
applications. The following types of foams were
tested in the blind test:
● Alcohol Resistant AR/AFFF
● Class A foam
● AFFF
● Emulsifying/Wetting agent
● Regular Flouroprotein
● Alcohol resistant Film Forming Flouroprotein
AR/FFFP
● specific
manufacturers
and
products
remained anonymous
The results indicate that AR-AFFF was the
only foam agent that successfully passed the
UL162 tests against both E10 and E85/95.
While some of the other foams may have
some degree of effectiveness, depending on
the situation and their application rate, the
tests confirmed that AR-AFFF will be the most
effective foam for fires or spills involving
ethanol-blended fuels.
These results beg a further and critical point
about application. Due to the water miscibility of
ethanol, plunging of foam during application is
detrimental to the extinguishment efforts. In any
given scenario responders must address their
application methods to overcome the chemical
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Figure 1

performance. The severity of most large-scale
industrial fire related emergencies easily outstrips
the minimum requirements needed to be acceptable in the eyes of a laboratory.
Over 50 separate formulations offered by seven
of today’s top foam manufacturers (3 companies
offering 12 formulations each) were tested during
this intense search for the best foam concentrate.
This thorough evaluation program led to a
relationship between Williams Fire & Hazard Control and ANSUL. Together, Williams and ANSUL
built ThunderStorm to fulfill field performance
requirements based on 25 years of some of the

Those who make a living as
firefighters, as well as protect
the lives of firefighters around
them will want to have the
most potent blend of
foam available.
meanest, most dangerous flammable liquid fires
known to industry. The result – ThunderStorm far
exceeds the performance required by UL 162. It
was also formulated to pass stringent stability
requirements established by Williams’ own “Real
World Plunge Test”.
Those who make a living as firefighters, as well
as protect the lives of firefighters around them will
want to have the most potent blend of foam
available. Greater confidence of fast knockdown,
control, and extinguishment of any volatile
industrial fire results in immeasurable benefits to
the firefighter.
The magnitude of the increased performance of
68

ThunderStorm can be seen when reviewing API
test results. (Figure 1) In all cases, the
ThunderStorm product extinguished the UL fire
more quickly than the other products and, also,
consistently had longer burn back times than the
other products.
ThunderStorm 1x3 presents many advantages
never seen before in industrial firefighting. As
stated, performance is unsurpassed results in a
safer and much more effective response effort.
Furthermore – and this is a key budgeting
consideration – 1% concentrate allows for procurement, storage, staging, and application of
merely one-third (1⁄3) the amount of foam product
when compared to 3 x 3! These proportions must
be considered when assessing foam costs and
logistics.
One challenge with ThunderStorm was seen in
the training environment. Once the premium
grade of ThunderStorm had been used to
extinguish a prop, ThunderStorm’s overpowering
extinguishment factor, and its extended vapor
suppression times made it impossible for training
centers to relight training modules quickly enough
to facilitate multiple rotations through their live
fire training props. The foam was too strong!
Therefore a sister product was blended for the
training industry – named “T-STORM”. While
T-STORM maintains the knock down force of the
premium grade of ThunderStorm, its chemistry is
tailored to the training market and is nonflourinated. T-STORM’s characteristics feature an
accelerated drain time allowing for quicker
turnaround for rotations on the training ground.
The difference between the foam blends is in
the relative levels of each of the raw materials.
These various blends have allowed ThunderStorm
to address all aspects of market demands as well
IFF
as budgetary considerations.
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Merseyside Fire
& Rescue
Services Water
Rescue Unit
By Paul Gibson

Flash floods, cities populated by 10,000 people under feet of water brought on
by heavy rain and a low pressure weather system sweeping in from the Atlantic.
From the description it sounds like a film starring Charlton Heston or George
Clooney, but it is the frightening reality that greeted firefighters in Yorkshire and
the North East of England in June.

E

stimates from the Government and Association of British Insurers suggest that 27,000
homes and 5,000 businesses have been hit so
far and the final claims bill will reach more than
£1bn.
Calls for a single body to take charge of flood
responses in the UK have put the fire service under
pressure to create a water incident taskforce that
has standardised equipped and trained firefighters
who can deal with natural disasters.
As part of this evaluation, Merseyside Fire &
Rescue Service carried out an agency-wide study
into the growing number of water rescue incidents
staff was called to in 2005, resulting in the establishment of a water rescue unit and realised it

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

needed to train every firefighter in water
awareness, and those who have a water risk in
their station area in waterskills rescue techniques.
The concept of the International Waterskills
Centre was formed in response to the increasing
number of water incidents each week attended by
Merseyside Fire and Rescue involving everything
from pleasure craft to vehicles immersed in water
with trapped passengers.
Working in partnership with VT Critical Services,
Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service established the
International Waterskills Centre in Mersey Dock,
the first centre of its kind in the UK. The state-ofthe-art facility is designed not only to meet the
training needs of the modern fire and rescue
71
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service, but also the public sector and business
community.
The centre not only trains its own integrated
river rescue teams, but has grown into the world’s
first flood water training environment. It has the
capacity to equip emergency service staff with
basic, still-water rescue knowledge through to
swift water technicians. It can also train the
trainers particularly in advance water rescue, and
has links with Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) water rescue units and trainers
based in Texas, USA and Europe.
The trigger event that catalysed the examination of the UK’s ability to react to such events was
the Carlisle floods in 2005, when three natural
weather systems met in the North West of

The centre not only trains its
own integrated river rescue
teams, but has grown into the
world’s first flood water
training environment.
England, causing three rivers to burst their banks
and left rescue teams virtually unprepared for the
level of flooding that would engulf the area.
Heavy rain fell in 36 hours, affecting many of
the county’s biggest towns including Keswick,
Cockermouth, Kendal and Penrith, but the worst
of the weather was experienced in Carlisle, flooding more than 1,700 homes and businesses.
Firefighters and emergency service workers
were forced to improvise the rescue of people
trapped by rising water, using whatever equipment they could find at the scene, highlighting the
need for dedicated flood and water Fire and
Rescue teams across the country.
In Liverpool, Paul Gibson, Group Manager of
Merseyside Fire and Rescue’s newly formed Water
Rescue team watched the news unfold on the TV.
ACFO Bill Evans contacted the CFO of Cumbria
72
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and called the team together so they could
prepare and mobilise.
“Within an hour there was a request for assistance being made by the emergency services in
Carlisle, so we deployed to give whatever help we
could. When we got there we were faced with the
very unreal scenario of seeing a Victorian high
street that was under six or seven feet of water
and realised it was a major incident.
“It was completely un-nerving as the only
sound you could hear was the lapping of water
where there would normally be cars and people
going about their everyday business. It was the
first time we had experienced anything on this
scale.”
Over the next 48 hours the team rescued more
than 150 people, helping them escape their
homes with small non-powered dinghies and slide
rafts in areas where coastguard rigid inflatable
boats could not reach because of their large
propeller-powered engines.

When we got there we were
faced with the very unreal
scenario of seeing a Victorian
high street that was under six
or seven feet of water and
realised it was a major incident.
“Many of the rescues we performed involved
the extraction of people from the upper floor windows of residential properties which were difficult
to reach. We were obstructed by submerged cars
in the roads, garden gates, fences and brick walls,
making it impossible to use any form of propellerpowered boat or rigid inflatable,” adds Gibson.
“Our training prepared us to a point, but it
meant that the team was constantly adapting the
ways in which they were working. Rescue teams
from the emergency services on site informed each
other on any new methods that worked as we
progressed.”
Technical rescue skills learned in Carlisle have
evolved and become part of the training courses
and daily operating procedures at the International
Waterskills Centre.

MFC Survival’s Rescue Sled used by the
Merseyside Water Rescue Unit
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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MFC Survival’s Rescue
Sled

An internal strategic water working group at
Merseyside constantly assesses their training
needs, to the point where real-time scenarios are
created in the dock from river rescues using jet skis
and rigid inflatable boats (with slide rafts) to urban
flood rescues and incidents involving vehicles
immersed in water.
Chris Braithwaite, VT Critical Services Business
Manager, said: “VT Critical Services owns and
operates two fire training centres in the UK,
Severn Park Fire and Rescue Training Centre near
Bristol and Cardiff Gate Training and Development
Centre in Wales, which it designed and built. It has
developed a similar partnership with Merseyside
and the International Waterskills Centre.
“VTES has worked with Merseyside Fire &
Rescue since 2006 to establish training needs of
firefighters and trainers at The International
Waterskills Centre. Our role in the partnership
incorporates the research and development of fire
and rescue simulators, to the contract management of fire and rescue out-sourced training. This
also includes management of the facilities of the
centre along with fire training course design and
development to the procurement of any fire and
rescue training equipment the team may need
both on a daily and annual basis.”
The call to assist rescue teams in Carlisle has
also resulted in the establishment of a specialist
flood response team that is on constant standby
and can be mobilised to anywhere in the North of
England or Wales within three hours.
As International Firefighter goes to press, the
Merseyside Water rescue team have been working
alongside other emergency services in Humberside
in a range of support roles.
Over the next two years, the partnership is plan74

ning to develop a new range of urban flood
response courses, and expand a swift water rescue
training centre in North Wales.
Paul Gibson said: “The service saw there was a
need for an integrated Water rescue team to
cope with the growing number of daily incidents
requiring water rescues.
“The events in Carlisle taught emergency
services that when it comes to water, the perfect
set of circumstances can create very unreal rescue
scenarios so we need each member of our team to
be ready for anything.
“Fire and rescue services in the UK are reacting
to the growing need for water safety and flood
response training so they can deploy experienced
and knowledgeable staff in the field. Search and
rescue training techniques are evolving all the time
as we learn from each incident.”
The model developed by Merseyside and VT
Critical Services is being assessed to investigate
whether the partnership can be rolled-out to other
emergency services, so that every firefighter in the
UK is trained in water rescue techniques over the
next five years.
With this in mind, the vision for the International
Waterskills Centre is one of expansion and further
innovation using a dry dock near the centre in
Merseyside.
Paul Gibson adds: “The partnership we have
with VT Critical Services is valued and vital as they
have a long track record in Government and corporate blue chip training. This means we are able
to draw on their expertise and resources and have
access to the best and most up-to-date training
facilities, encompassing our vision of a dedicated
water training environment for the benefit of
IFF
firefighters in the UK.”
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Foam fire fighting systems we’ve got it covered
When quick reactions under extreme stress are

Typical high risk applications

needed, it matters that the tools to deliver are both
unquestionably reliable and specifically designed for

• Petro-chemical - Oil terminal;
Storage tank protection; Bund protection

the task. If you fight fire fast with the right combination
of product and delivery system, you can save lives,
critical assets and scarce resources.

• Marine - Tankers; Machinery spaces;
Ferries; Offshore support and
Fire fighting vessels

Skum brings over 70 years of invaluable expertise to
fire fighting. Backed by a programme of continuous

• Aviation - Hangars; Helidecks;

research and development, Skum has an enviable
reputation at the forefront of fire fighting technology

• Industry - Sprinkler

Crash vehicles

systems; Foam spray deluge
systems; Medium/high
expansion foam systems

and is renowned worldwide for its quality and
™

innovation. Innovations such as Hot Foam systems
for enclosed spaces or the unique FJM corrosion free

• Power Generating Plants -

monitor.

In short, Skum has it covered.

Systems for aircraft hangars

Transformers; Cable tunnels;
Conveyors; Coal bunkers

Systems for high risk sites

HotFoam™ systems for
enclosed areas

Skum 70 years of exceptio nal reliability
For further information, please contact:
Tyco Safety Products,
Le Pooleweg 5, 2314 XT Leiden, Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)71 5419 415 Fax: +31 (0)71 5417 330
E-mail: tspmarketing.emea@tycoint.com
Web: www.skum.com
HotFoam is a trademark of a subsidiary of Tyco Holdings (UK) Ltd.
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Colombian Fire
Officers Breathing
apparatus and
Fire behaviour
training in Devon
By Paul Furler

Following the training visit to Colombia in September 2006 by Peter Sandel and
Paul Furler and at the invitation of the CFO, two Colombian Fire Instructors
recently travelled to Devon to continue the collaboration between Devon &
Somerset Fire & Rescue Service and the Colombian Fire Service.

H

éctor Raúl Gonzáles Alvaran (Instructor, Official Fire-Fighters Unit, Manizales, Colombia)
and Diego Moreno (Official Fire-Fighters
unit, Medellin, Colombia) spent the month of may
involved in a practical fact-finding mission in the
County with a view to providing their own training
facility in Colombia.
The aim of their visit was ultimately to gain
sufficient experience as Fire Behaviour Instructors
to safely deliver training in their own country, and
to this end the members of staff at the Devon centre of ‘training for excellence’ had arranged to give
them ‘one to one’ tuition in all aspects of the
training.
The schedule for the month was an intensive
one, with our colleagues taking part in an initial
Breathing apparatus course alongside recruits from

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Royal Berkshire, Somerset and Devon. The course
would include our UK BA procedures that would
be used during the training and it would be
imperative that this knowledge was refreshed prior
to concentrating on the Fire behaviour theory and
practical drills at Devon & Somerset’s Breathing
apparatus & Fire Behaviour centre at Exeter
Airport.
The first week followed the Initial Breathing
Apparatus course; from breathing apparatus set
description and familiarisation, fresh air wear,
search and rescue techniques, confined space
procedure leading up to a series of challenging
‘cold smoke’ exercises.
The week culminated in an introduction to the
Fire behaviour element of Initial training in the
form of a Demonstration ‘Carbonaceous hot fire’
77
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Pic courtesy of Paul
Furler

container exercise.
During our September 2006 training visit to
Colombia the last day of the basic BA courses
included an introduction to Fire behaviour with
video and photographic explanations of the signs
and symptoms of Flashovers and Backdrafts, and
so this first practical demonstration was extremely
graphic for Héctor and Diego.
While debriefing the first week’s progress it was
decided that it would be advantageous for our
colleagues to continue being attached to the
recruit course until the Fire behaviour element had
been covered in full at which time they would start
their individual Instruction. Another Initial course
had been scheduled for the third week and they
would then be able to ‘cherry pick’ parts of the
course to re-visit if necessary to view Instructor
skills in a real training environment.

Pic courtesy of Paul
Furler
78

Héctor and Diego while predominantly working
as a team, took part in Attack 1, 2, 3 and 4
sessions over the ensuing second week, putting
the branch techniques that they had learned using
our UK equipment to safely deal with fire gases in
‘compartment fire’ scenarios to good use.
The final exercise for the Recruit fire fighters on
their initial training is a ‘Hot fire’ exercise in the
‘Villa’, incorporating all the skills that they have
learned, including the search and rescue and
branch technique elements.
The ‘Villa’ is essentially 6 containers welded
together to form a two-storey building with a
series of compartments inside connected by stairs
and corridors. It is a multi-use facility that can be
used equally well with cold smoke for search and
rescue exercises.
Héctor and Diego took part in this challenging
exercise
and
demonstrated
an extremely good level of
expertise.
The intention of the Authorities in the region of Manizales,
Caldas is to provide one
Demonstration and one Attack
container based on the design
used in Devon.
The site for the Centre has
been allocated on the outskirts
of the City adjacent to one
of the Fire stations there, and
it only remains for our colleagues to return with sufficient
information to be able to
purchase and construct suitable
containers.
To further facilitate this Mr
Graham Leney the Managing
Director of ‘Transitional Fire’
the Company who currently
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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fabricate Devon’s containers was
approached and was extremely
helpful in providing professional
knowledge and detailed plans to
enable the Colombians to start
this process.
A day was spent during the
second week observing the manufacturing
process
at
the
companies HQ in Ottery St Mary,
Devon, where a number of completed and partially completed
containers could be viewed.
Transitional Fire currently produces both Basic Demonstration
and Attack containers, and also
various multi-container combination units for a large number of
Fire Services across the UK.
The third week of their visit
involved both Officers increasingly taking the Instructor role with Devon Fire Behaviour Instructors, Nigel Snowshall and Paul Furler
acting as students in a number of ‘demo’ and
‘attack’ sessions.

TRAINING

Pic courtesy of Paul
Furler

(The ‘Demo’ session involves a measured
quantity of fuel situated on a raised stage
being allowed to develop from an initial small fire
to the verge of a fully developed, well-ventilated

While debriefing the first week’s progress it was
decided that it would be advantageous for our
colleagues to continue being attached to the recruit
course until the Fire behaviour element had been
covered in full at which time they would start their
individual Instruction.

Pic courtesy of Paul
Furler
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Pic courtesy of Paul
Furler

fire under the control of the Instructor. The
students are able to observe the progression of the
fire’s development and suppression a number of
times.
The Attack container has no ‘staged area’, but
once again a measured quantity of fuel is loaded,
the students are briefed and under the control of
the Instructor they learn to treat the Fire Gases
and progress through the compartment safely and
efficiently. Increasingly as the student’s progress
from Attack 1 to 2 and 3, the ventilation in the
compartment is reduced to demonstrate the onset
of potential ‘back draft’ conditions.)
Both Héctor and Diego were both able to run
sessions as Instructors in a safe manner but were

the first to say that they will need to refresh their
Instruction technique ‘in house’ before they can
safely train students at their new Centre in
Colombia and it is envisaged that Fire behaviour
Instructors from Devon will travel to Colombia in
due course to assist with initial training.
A ‘window container’ session was also run for
the benefit of both the Recruit Fire-fighters and
Hector & Diego to create a series of Backdrafts.
A specially designed 6m ‘window’ container is
loaded with a larger volume of carbonaceous fuel.
The fire is allowed to develop and then suppressed
by limiting the ventilation and then the process is
repeated. The ventilation of the container is managed in order to build up sufficient energy for a
Back draft to occur.
This demonstration is extremely valuable, as you
are able to clearly recognise the signs and
symptoms of an impending Back draft from a
position of safety.
The final week of the visit involved consolidation of the intensive and extremely steep learning
curve that our colleagues had experienced.
Both Officers returned to Colombia bursting
with their usual enthusiasm and acquired
knowledge and very keen to set the ball in motion
in Manizales.
Thanks must go to Chief Fire Officer Paul Young
of Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service for his
continued support to the project and to his
training staff at the D&S FRS Breathing Apparatus
& Fire behaviour centre under the leadership of
IFF
Tam Alford.

‘Realistic,
Affordable,
Innovative
Fire Training
Solutions’
- Fire Behaviour
- Multi Trainers inc
• Fire Behaviour
• BA Training
• High Rise
• Basement
• Multi Access
• Confined Space
• Ladder Access
• PPV
(offensive/Defensive)

- Leasing & Maintenance
Packages to Suit.
- Mobile Training Units.
- Model Policy/Procedure
Risk Assessments
- Aviation Trainers
Transitional Fire Ltd. Training solutions
designed by fire fighters in conjunction
with our dedicated engineers to provide the
most detailed realistic training systems
available to meet today’s modern Fire
Service Training requirements.
Web Site: www.transitionalfire.com
E-mail:info@transitionalfire.com
Tel: 01404 811799
Mob: 0781 481 3475
Mob: 07876 444121
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Fire Fighting Foams & Equipment

Manufacturer of high quality foam concentrates
and foam equipment
www.fomtec.com

Quality products and customer support from
the true independent alternative. We supply
customers around the world. Visit our web
page WWW.FOMTEC.COM

DAFO FOMTEC AB P.O Box 683 SE-135 26 Tyresö Sweden
Phone: +46 8 506 405 66 Fax: +46 8 506 405 29
E-mail: info@fomtec.com Web: www.fomtec.com
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Virtual Training:
The Realistic Option for Training of
Countries
Imagine!

By Jack Klusters
Artesis Fire Fighting
Group

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

A train station in the town centre, the train is standing still and one of the
wagons is leaking. What kind of liquid is leaking out of the wagon is not clear.
Passengers at the station are in panic. You can hear the sirens from the
firefighters coming to the accident.

T

here has been a car accident on the highway.
3 passenger cars, 2 big trucks and a mini van.
The van is on his side. There are bystanders
screaming for help. There are multiple injured
victims and there is a car on fire. There are several
people who are trying to help but the fire is
holding them back.
There is black smoke coming out of the window
from a house in the middle of the street. A fire is
burning in the kitchen. It is night, very dark and it
is raining hard. It’s not clear if the family is still in
the house. Neighbors are standing on the street
and trying to get into the house but there is to
much smoke and it is to hot. On the same
moment the window is breaking, the firefighters
arrive on the scene.
What do you do! How do you prepare and
most importantly, how do you train for these
scenarios or any other – as this specific scenario’s
or a million others can happen.
Fortunately the victims are not real, the fire is

not hot and the smoke is not toxic. These three
accidents are just a small example of what is
possible with the Artesis Virtual Training Program.
Especially in the Asian pacific region training is a
hot topic seen that the development of the emergency organizations are growing rapidly. This
growth raises the question countries are trained
adequately to deal with the available equipment,
and with all possible emergency scenario’s that
may arise. Not all countries in the Asia Pacific
region are, but how do you train the large amount
of people to a specific level and keep cost within
proportion. With the development of virtual training programs there may be a opportunity to deal
with this.
Virtual training programs offer advantages that
can change the way fireman are trained and
prepared for scenarios and the proper use of
equipment. Virtual training can be a big step
forward and offer countries and organizations, but
the programs that where around so far had
83
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Concentrate on foam;

we do ...
...protein fire fighting foams
Choosing the right foam concentrate for your particular
application can be a bewildering process due to the wide
variety of products available in the market. So how can you
be certain to make the right choice? You buy from a
reputable manufacturer with the experience and expertise to
deliver reliable fire protection products to a market that
demands the best. You can be certain if, when you need a
protein based foam agent, you choose Sabo Foam.
Sabo Foam provides professional fire fighters with a full range
of protein based fire fighting agents, including durable, filmforming products for use with polar solvent fires. Cost
effectiveness is finely balanced with fire fighting performance
to ensure quality is not compromised.
Part of the global family of Tyco Fire & Security foam agents,
Sabo Foams are designed to safeguard life and property when
it counts – in a crisis. We concentrate on foam – so you don’t
have to.

For further information, please contact: Tyco Safety Products,
Via Caravaggi, 24040 Levate, Bergamo, Italy.
Tel: +39 035 2057011 Fax: +39 035 4549005
E-mail: tspmarketing.emea@tycoint.com
Web: www.sabofoam.com

limitations making it use limited. With the new
developments and new technologies, is virtual
training ready for large deployment and what
advantages and changes will it offer? This article
describes the development and what you need to
know about this revolution in training.

What is Virtual Training?
Training is a essential part to be adequately
prepare for incidents with which emergency
personnel will be confronted. A fire department
team consists of several people with everyone a
different function. So to make a team function
together properly, all team members need to be
trained separately, and as a group. Every team
member needs to know how equipment work and
be able to perform his individual part. All with the
objective that ones a incident occurs the team is a
well organized machine were everybody functions
properly and can handle any scenario ad adequate. Basically it comes down to the fact that
everybody is comfortable in what he is doing and
the tools being used.
Training is the only tool that provides that
objective, but unfortunately to become comfortable to handle equipment and all the different
possible scenario’s repetition, real live feeling and
variation is necessary. Unfortunately something
that physical training cannot offer, but virtual
training can. Virtual training is nothing more than
a digital surrounding where numerous scenarios
and procedures can be created to train an individual
or team to an adequate level. It is a digital
representation of the physical one, but due to the
fact it is digital, it offers many advantages which
we will discuss in more detail.
Any training, including virtual, can be separated
in a procedure or scenario based training.
● Procedure: the correct steps in a process for
correct operation of a tool or specific operation
like extrication.
● Scenario: a real life surrounding and incident to
train a team to take correct actions during the
whole incident.
Why Virtual Training?
Virtual training offers many advantages above
other ways of training. Out of research it has been
proven that approx 30% of training can be done
virtual. Logically, this results in a huge saving in
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Fire Suppression Solutions

FM-200®
CO2
Argonite
3M™ Novec™ 1230
Fire Protection Fluid

Water Mist

With a bewildering array of fire
suppression products available today,
it’s hard to know which one to use for
your specific application.
Kidde Fire Protection’s total capability
in fire suppression offers unbiased
guidance, enabling you to select the
right fire suppression product.
For further information on how Kidde
Fire Protection can help you choose,
call us today.

3M and Novec are trademarks of 3M Company.
FM-200® is a trademark of Great Lakes Chemical Corporation.

Thame Park Road
Thame
Oxfordshire
OX9 3RT. UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1844 265003
Fax: +44 (0) 1844 265156
Email: info@kfp.co.uk.
Web: www.kfp.co.uk
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time and money. There is little to no need to setup
trainings, which with physical training is needed.
No need to put down all the necessary equipment,
and no need to have the trainings objects in place,
just to name a few. With virtual training ones the
program is loaded it can replay itself over and over
again. The main advantage therefore is that many
people can be trained in a short period of time. A
student can go on his own place and repeat a
procedure over and over until the necessary level is
achieved.
So besides that 30% can be trained virtual,
more important is that physical training is done, it
is much more effective, as the class or student is to
a higher level and has the basic understanding.
The main believe why virtual training can become

Virtual training is nothing more
than a digital surrounding
where numerous scenarios and
procedures can be created
to train an individual or team
to an adequate level.
a success is that training should start at the base
(see a procedure), where you grown your knowledge over time. This base can be trained virtual! It
is furthermore also a fact that lessons learned in a
virtual training is better retained then theoretical
lessons.
Besides the possible tremendous savings that
can be achieved, virtual training also offers the
possibility to train and exam people to a safe level
or standard. Also in there own level from assistant
to commander.

Working of a Virtual Training System
Like mentioned before the working virtual training
program is based on procedures and scenarios.
Procedures for learning the correct predefined
steps and scenario’s for making correct choices in
a real life surrounding. This approach is based on
the Dutch guidelines of training. A proven method
86

which the Dutch fire services use reaches its high
required level and maintains it. It is a collection of
individual as well as group training, both on
fireman and commander level.

Procedure Training
To teach the rescue workers and to let them
practice the use of for example hydraulic rescue
equipment, there is a possibility to use this virtual
system. With this system, the men learn how to
use the tools, which preparation the tools need,
how to connect them properly and how to use
them on a wreckage. The big advantage of this
way of working is that the procedure can be
repeated till the rescue workers can work with it
without making any mistakes. The Virtual System
helps the rescue workers to be ready for work
with real incidents. The rescue workers can
practice there skills on realistic designed cars.
To safe victims from a car accident, there are
some standard procedures. For example, how to
take a door out or do a dash roll. These procedures are applicable for all car accidents. With the
Virtual training these procedures can be practiced
without the use of several car wrecks.
These procedures come out of the guidelines
and are build in cooperation with leading
manufactures. Students therefore truly use the
equipment that looks the same as they would in
real live.
Scenario Training
In the virtual training world there are several
different scenes to make, so the men will have a
new challenge every time they use the virtual
training system. Men can build specific scenario’s
with existing buildings, so you can practice specific
needs without having to go to the building itself.
The virtual practice can be done in different levels.
The experience most people who has worked with
this training have is that the training is lifelike and
they have the same tension as when they practice
outside.
Training Commander
To train the commander and to practice, the
whole team has to be on the scene, without the
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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opportunity to train the team.
This is not efficient or instructive for the team.
With the use of the Artesis Virtual training system,
the commander has the ability to practice his skills
in a realistic environment without the rest of the
team has to be present. The commander can practice on every suitable moment and can be done as
many times he needs the practice.
The way the system is built it gives the commander the feeling that he is actually at the scene.

Possibilities with Artesis Virtual –
scenarios and procedure practices
Artesis Virtual is the leading manufacturer when it
comes to virtual training programs. In the last
years they have developed a new system that uses
cutting edge technology. Let’s take a look how it
works.
How does the system work?
The Artesis Virtual Computer system is a stand
alone system and can be placed on every location.
There has been a virtual world created in the
system where there can be different scenario’s
build in and which can be used for training in
groups or alone. Procedure training a student can
so by themselves.
The system exists from a computer and two
screens. One screen is for the instructor and the
other screen is for the student. The instructor has
a keyboard and a mouse to operate the system.
The instructor can design the scene and follow the
student on every move.
The student has his own screen. Every order he

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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gives his team, the instructor has to make this
changes in the scene. The operation of the system
is very simple.

Design your own scenarios
The system gives you the possibility to create your
own scenario’s. You can make virtual fire’s on the
places you want them. You can create car crashes
on very different ways. You can put tank and
freight cars on every location you want or cars can
be places on his side. Every existing vehicle and
rescue device is available to use on the screen.
Instructor’s screen
The instructor can see on his own screen which
actions his student is making and can help if the
situation needs it.
The scenario can be adjusted during the
training to make the scenes more difficult or even
easier for the student. During the training all the
details will be saved so it all can be discussed and
evaluated after the training and it can be compared with previous scenarios.
The system is now used for the emergency
services in The Netherlands is in Dutch language
and typical Dutch buildings and airports are used
for this. It is very easy to adjust this to any country
in the world with its own language, buildings and
airports.
The system can be used mono or multi
disciplinary.
The instructors for this system will receive
enough training to design the scenes and to help
IFF
the students through the training.
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8000 l/min Where You Want It!

Protector
Station Monitor
Flow 4500 l/min
with or without foam

Monsoon
Manual or Remote Control
600 - 8000 l/min
Fixed, Selectable or Automatic

Nozzles - Fixed
or Spinning Teeth
110 - 2000 l/min
Fixed, Selectable
or Automatic
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Use exactly what it takes to knock down the fires you face. The improved ANSUL® MAGNUM® 440 and 480
Rapid Intervention Vehicles now offer optional features, including the ability to pump water with hydraulic,
stand alone diesel driven and PTO pumps. Suddenly, you have the flexibility to quickly fight large fires
using ANSUL Purple-K dry chemical, ANSULITE® AFFF and water. All of the MAGNUM RIV’s power, speed
and maneuverability remain. Added features now give you the perfect multi-use platform for quick attack
fire suppression faster than ever before.
Choose the right system to do your job properly—the MAGNUM RIV.
From the world leader in fire protection—ANSUL.

www.ansulinfo.com/iff4

